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Letters -Dear Our Paper:
Lois Reckett's interesting article on an
early effort (in 1976) to pass gay and lesbian rights legislation in Maine overlooks
still earlier political activity that probably
had its origin about 1972. My own records ·
are not immediately available, but that was
the year I was Chairman of the Hancock
County Democratic Committee, and about
. that time, too, installed on the Platform
Committee on Justice and Human Rights
for the state convention.
In previous years the Committee had
dealt with black and women' s issues and
had, I think, been successful in their efforts
to have their recommendations included in
the State Democratic platform. The gay
and lesbian issue came as a big surprise to
the Committee, as to the State party. Three
· hearings were, I recall, scheduled in differ- ·
ent parts of the state to hear concerns and
recommendations for the State platform.
At all three hearings, new activists and
supporters packed the hall with first rate
speakers addressing the issue of gay and
lesbian rights. They were so impressive
and so persuasive that the Maine Democratic Party had no choice but to listen and
to make favorable · recommendations. I
believe this was the second time in the
country (after Oregon?) that a gay rights ·
plank had been adopted by a state party. It
received national attention and it was from
this first effort that Reckett' s more specific
campaign within the state legislature begins.
Alas, I cannot remember all those who
worked so hard in the initial effort, but they
included Peter Prizer, Dr. Susan Henderson, Stan Fortuna, Steve Bull, Karen Bye
. and a number of other hardy souls.
The State Convention itself was quite
extraordinary and unforgettable to those of
us who participated. We discovered new
friends everywhere and in the highest
places. Among the most helpful was a
handsome security guard at the main entrance whose coming out for the first tu_ne
gave us free access to the main floor.
This founding campaign within the
ranks 9f the Democratic Party paved the
way for the effort of which Ms. Reckett
writes so well.
I don't think anyone has written yet
about the real founding of the gay and
lesbian rights movement in Maine. I believe the first actual organizational meeting occurred c1970 on Calf Island, on
Frenchman's Bay. However, I digress.
Best regards,
Sturgis Haskins

Dear Our Paper:
Your July issue has a piece on Robin
Lambert starting a "Log Cabin Club" in

Subscribe.
Our Paper is your paper - Maine's
only gay and lesbian newspaper. A
full year of Our Paper costs just $12
and will arrive hassle-free every month
in your mailbox in a plain, unmarked
envelope. Subscribe for yourself.
Subscribe for afriend .
Our Paper
P.O . Box 10744 Portland, ME 04104
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Maine. You quoted him saying the following: "At the core of Republican politics is
the importance of the individual and of an
individual's rights." I was raised in a Republican family and was a Republican the
first thirty or so years of my life, and that
was the line I always heard about what
·Republicans stood for. Well, if it was ever
true, which I doubt, it certainly is not true
today. Look at the Rehnquist Supreme
Court. The growing conservative majority
is all Republican (save Byron White, who
acts like one). And how do they decide.
cases? In any conflict between an individual -and the "state" (town, state, or federal
government), these Republicans come
down against the individual and for the
"state". In any conflict between one individual and another, where one is using our
beloved "Free Enterprise" system to put
the screws to the other, the Supreme Court
Republicans come down against the one
being screwed and for the one doing the
screwing. These Supreme Court Republicans are the same ones that every Republican politician under the sun supports,
admires, and fawns over.
So I'd like to know what all this "importance of the individual and.o f an individual
rights" bullshit is that the Republicans claim
to stand . for. What individuals? What
rights? My right to exploit every possible
loophole to screw my neighbor, my customers? Is that it?
The facts are, of course, that, thanks to
Republicans like Ronald Reagan and
George Bush, our individual rights are being
systematically weakened by our Supreme
Court Republicans, all to the cheers of the
Republican conservatives.
I have no idea what Republicans stand
for. Or maybe I do. I'd say Republicans
stand for "the importance of some individuals, especially of important individuals, and of some rights of some individuals,
especially the right to legally screw our .
neighbors."
Sincerely,
James D. Cowie

Dear Our Paper:
"We are a good and moral people and
we won't let them forget it." - Leonard
Matlovich.
So Jasper and his Civic League are at it
again, this time collecting petitions for a
referendum to have a referendum. Some of
th~ community seems to · be concerned.
Why? I admit that desperate men are dangerous, and Jasper is looking very desperate these days, but let's look at the situation
realistically. There are serious legal questions as to whether the referendum proposed is in fact legal _- and little doubt that
it is redundant; there are few area·s that
referendum is not available to the people, .
one such being constitutional changes.Note
the key phrase "available to the people".
That's us. We have the same tools available to us that he has. So what about a
petition drive for a referendum which makes
it illegal for pseudo-religious groups to
initiate referendums? Sounds absurd, but
consider the concept. Some of our better
minds in the gay and lesbian community
could really scare the pants off Mr. Bogeyman if we went after him with regards to his
rights.
In the meantime, we need to enlist the
MCLU in a search for any questionable
activity for which we can bring suit against
Mr. Wyman and the Civic League, not ~e
least of which is defamation of character,

• slander, libel, etc. in his charges of our
immorality and amorality; and make it a
class action suit regarding life, liberty, and
pursuit of happiness.
Unleash ACT-UP and Queer Nation.
Make: him wonder who and what is coming
at him next. These new young assertive
activists are only a part of a variety of ways
I suggest we consider to achieve our due:
equal rights. From street activism to judicial battles to legislative change there is no
single right way to accomplish our goals.
And don't believe anyone who tells you
differently; ask the Blacks who practiced ,
_civil disobedience and those who rioted.
I, myself, am sick of being apologized
for by assimilationists who want to pass for
straight. I wish that tomorrow every one of
us would wake up purple or pink or _blue so
that we couldn't hide anymore, so we would
have to be "out there" just like the Blacks.
Those who think it's not that bad because
they are able to "pass" would get a whole
new perspective; legislative means alone
simply will not achieve our ends. I am also
sick of being disparaged and my mores
impugned by right-wing bigots who claim
Godlilness. Sexual orientation is my Godgiven gift neither to be used lightly nor
despised.
Personally, I am privileged. I am educated, well-off, white, and male, all celebrated attributes by a patriarchal society.
But my greatest pride is none of those, but
the fact that I am a member of the most
discriminated against, the most reviled, the
_most hated minority in the country and
daily I see courage,ous and defiant gay men
and I,esbians set standards of conduct our
critics can't achieve. I see honesty, integrity, dignity, love of country, God, and
ourse:lves. I see us caring for our sick,
grieving our dying, celebrating our lives,
and, despite hardship, loving each other. I
see lesbian mothers and gay fathers wanting what all parents want for their children,
what we deserve and what God, Himself,
wants forus. I am privileged tb be a member
of th.e most caring, compassionate, and
gutsy of all people, the gay and lesbian
community. We are a good and moral
people and don't let them forget it.
Sinct~rely,
Ron McClinton
The Matlovich Society
Tongues Untied, a documentary produced
by Marlon T. Riggs, depicts "an unprecedented exploration of Black Gay life."
WCBB refused to air this controversial
work, running instead "Metamorphosis Man into Woman", an earlier POV film
concerning transex_ualism. The following
letters have been received by Our Paper in
response to the PBS network' s decision not
to air Tongues Untied as part of the PBS
series POV (Point of View) on July 16th.
We invite your comments.
July 8, 1991
Mr. Bernie Roscetti
Program Manager
Maine Public Broadcasting
65 Texas A venue
Orono, ME
Dear Mr. Roscetti:
I am concerned about your decision to
refuse to air Tongues Untied as part of the
regular POV (Point of View) series produced by the Public Broadcasting System.
continued on page 7
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SLEEPING WITH THE ENEMY?
JASPER WYMAN,
THE CHRISTIAN CIVIC LEAGUE,
by Holly Valero
AND MAINE
"toughened up" its D.U.l. laws. And these ·
victories were certainly due in part to tbe
work of Christian Civic League campaigning. It must be remembered, however, that
similar laws can be found in most states.
Highway fatality statistics, insurance statistics, and common sense may· well have
been the most compelling arguments.
Regardless, these victories inspired League
supporters to expand their sense of moral
purpose. Under Bubar, the League concerned itself with everything from the
honesty of public officials to investigating
murders.
In May of 1983 it was announced that
Jasper S. Wyman, a former legislator from
Pittsfield, would replace President Bubar.
Wyman was a lay preacher and pastor of
the Second Baptist Church of Waterville,
who served two terms in the State House
from 1977 to 1980. As President of the
League, Jasper Wyman offered a new style
of leadership. More pragmatic than his
predecessor, Wyman laid to rest the
C.C.L. 's long-time campaign for prohibition on the grounds that it was creating a
distance between the League and the rest of
Maine. Despite criticism, Wyman called
the issue impractical and an intrusion on
individual freedom, stating, "I would never
tell people what they cail'or cannot do ;rr
their own home."
Instead, Wyman involved the League

Back in 1888, a group of local business
and church members of Kennebec county
joined forces to combat what they believed
to be a lack of law enforcement. The Waterville Enforcement League was born. The
mission of the W.E.L. was a return to
prohibition. Like .any group, the W .E.L.
went through changes. Among the most
significant of these was the League's evolution on March 25 , 1897 into what is still
known today as the Christian Civic League.
The League's mission, according to Bowdoin College President William DeWitt
Hyde and local church members, was to
work in the fieldof"public righteousness"
as the watchdog for the moral forces in
Maine.
For 94 years the C.C.L. has been striving to define morality and public decency.
As watchdogs, they have done a lot of
barking. Christian League President Ben·jamin C. Bubar ensured the League an
historic place in microfilm history with
loud campaigns against Sunday liquor sales
and sales of liquor to minors. Other goals
included increasing fines and penalties for
drinking drivers, :ind a ban on gambling.
The Guy Gannett index in the Portland
Room of the Portland Public Library is a
testimony to the amount of pre&s coyerage
Bubar garnered.
·
Maine did raise the legal drinking age
to 21, ban liquor sales on Sundays, and has

in issues that were more topical. In April of
1986, the C.C.L. went for a statewide ban
on pornography, collecting 46,030 signatures in three months. The ban was intended to protect the "health and safety of
innocent women and children." Somewhat
sexist in theme, the· mission statement
implied that women and children could be
found in the same powerless group. This
historic perspective has never gone over
well with feminists . League members
sought criminal penalties for anyone publishing, selling, or possessing materials
deemed obscene by community standards.
They called for a boycott of businesses
selling pornography. Freedom of expression compromises and concerns over vague
concepts such as what might be "deemed
, obscene" lead to an overwhelming defeat
of the pornography ban by Maine citizens.
Eight months later, in December of
1986, Wyman stated that drug abuse .was ·
the number one concern of the C.C.L., and
that they were demanding expanded drug
education (down to a kindergarten level if
necessary) and stiffer penalties and enforcement of drug laws. The C.C.L. was
also against laws that opposed mandatory
drug testing.
On the age-old issue of teenagers having sex, the League also sought a three year
moratorium 'on new school~based health
clinics while the legislature studied their

effectiveness. Wyman was pushing for
legislation requiring that courses in human
sexuality promote abstinence among
unmarried teens. CC.L. suggestions for a
course on sexual respect included a mandate to stress chastity and abstinence as not
one option, but the only option on the
smorgasbord of teenage choices.
Wyman suggested courses on sexual
ethics and criticized a gubernatorial task
force report on teenage pregnancy that
offered school based health clinics, contraception, and abortion as a means of combatting teenage pregnancy. The League
sponsored a referendum requiring parental
consent or a judge's approval for teens
seeking abortions.
Other League history:
* The C.C.L. went for school legislation
requiring a moment of silence for prayer,
and courses on the free enterprise system. They lost.
* The C.C.L. tried to enact a ban on
"happy hours" at bars. They lost.
* The C.C.L. made an attempt to prohibit
the Maine Commission for Women from
taking part in political activities. They
lost.
* The C.C.L. statewide ban on pornography failed.
* The C.C.L. wanted the state' s lottery
con'tinued on

page
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If the pink triangle holds a special meaning for you,
come see this beautiful, unusual ring, just arrived
at Nicolson & Ryan. A triangular cut pink Maine
tourmaline set in a handsome sculptured
gold band, this ring will be a very special
.. · ·
gift-for yourself--or for someone
you love. Priced at just $650.
/
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NICOLSON &._,RYAN

•Beginning & Advanced
•Children's Classes
•weekend Workshops
• Kiln

&

132 Washington Ave.,Ponland
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MAINE JEWELERS SINCE 1885

Studio Rental

772-4334

---

Buywith confuience, give with pride.
253 Water Street
Augusta. Maine

Mon-Sat: 9-5. Th: 9-8
622-<>255 ~ 1-80().244-6255
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Maine (jayzette -- .
Maine Progressive
Celebrates 5th
Anniversary

The Maine Progressive, a monthly
statewide newspaper focusing on progressive, political, and social change
issues and activities, celebrates its 5th
awversary with a special i~sue and
awards dinner.
Eight social change activists will be
profiled in a special October 1991
issues of the paper. The award winners
and their areas of involvement are:
Mary Bassett (anti-poverty); Steve
Bentley (veteran); Michael Canavaugh
(labor); Joanne Dauthine~ (women);
Jeannne Davis (peace); Joe Ditre
(health care); Dianrie Elze (human
rights) and Gary Lawless (environment).
In addition, the paper will sponsor
the Maine Progressive 5th Anniversary
Awards Banquet on Saturday, October
5, beginning at 5:30 p.m., at the
Pilgrim House of-- the -First Parish Congressional Church at 9 Cleaveland
Street in Brunswick.
Tickets for the dinner and celebration are available at $10.00 in advance,
$12.00 at the door, with half price for
children under 12 years old. A lowincome ticket is also available for
$5.00. Tickets are · available after
Septem~r 15th at Harvest Time
Natural Foods in Augusta, the Peace
and Justice Center for Eastern Maine
in Bangor~ 'Gulf t>f Maine' Booksfor'e ~ Brunswick, "Axis h't<latural '< Foods·1 in l
.Lewiston, and Briarwynde .and Cafe
No in Portland.
Tickets for the dinner or sample
copies of the paper are also available
from the Maine Progressive, P.O. Box
776, Monroe, Maine, 04951 or by
calling 525-7776.
Haymarket People's Fund
~ •-.G.rants$14_00.00 to
OUTRIGHT TOO
Haymarket People's Fund from
Boston Massachusetts has granted
$1400 to OUTRIGHT TOO (a gay
and lesbian youth group in Bangor).
This money will be used to purchase
educational materials such as videos
and books for the group as well as

providing outreach in the Bangor
community.
Haymarket People's Fund gives
money to community-based organizations working for sociai change. The_
money is donated to Haymarket from
thousands of people in the New
England states. Haymarket also works
. nationally in the funding exchange.
Any donation is accepted and appreciated. For more information on flay~
market write to: Haymarket People's
Fund, 42 Seavems Avenue, Boston,
Massachusetts 02130.
OUTRIGHT TOO was established
in January of 1991. Each member has
been affected by homophobia in Ol!e
form or another, and it is for this
reason that confidentiality is of the
utmost importance. All information
including, but not limited to, names,
addresses, phone numbers, -personal
information, and coming-out stories
will remain confidential within the
members of the group. It is our
responsibility to provide an environment based on mutual respect. _Every
individual within the group has a
unique history to share and a voice
with which to express it. Through our
diversity, it is a function of this group
to nurture self-expression in order to
promote self-worth and empowerment.
For · more information write t_o:
OUTRIGHT TOO, _P.O. Box 2264,
Bangor, Maine 04402-2264.

.AIDS Responseo f the
Seacoast
AIDS Response of the Seacoast, a
non-profit organization supported
entirely through donations from the
public and private sector, serves the
southern Maine and the New Hampshire seacoast area.
A variety of services to ,individuals
living with HIV, · ARC, AIDS; and
related illnesses inchide (but are not
limited to) buddy programs, advocates,
volunteers, support group-s,- referrals, ·
community education, and limited ·
financial assistance.
AIDS Response of the Seacoast is
located at 10 ·vaughn Mall, Suite 3,
Portsmouth, NH 03801, 603-433-5377.
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Gay State Employees
to Organize
Maine State Employee Association
-- State employees are beginning toorganize a lesbian, gay, and bisexual
caucus to address labor concerns, to
lobby, and provide support to each
othc~r as state employees. Any state
employee interested in lesbian, gay, or
bise~xual issues are invited to attend an
open meeting Friday, September 20 at
MSEA Headquarters in Augusta, at 65
State Street in Augusta, beginning at
6:0CI p.m. with a Pizza D~er, 6:30
Planning and Discussion Meeting, 9:00
p.m. socializing. For m.o re information
conltact Cathy Cotten, MSEA, at 6223151 (home: . 626-5542), or Ellie
Goldberg at home:
763-3838, or
Sharon Sandstrom at work: 289-2205
or home: 626-0145.

l\1.A.S.S. Office Moves
Merryineeting AIDS Support
Services has moved its office to 9
Linccoln Street in Brunswick. The
mailing address (P.O. Box 57, Brunswick ME 04011-0057) and phone
number (725-4955) remain the same.
With this move, MASS is looking
for additional office furniture. Ideally,
we would like three matching desks, a
copier stand, four rolling office chairs,
two four-drawer file cabinets, a quality
typcwriter,_five deskJ amps,-one_small .
deslk, twelve folding chairs, and a movable TV /VCR stand. Anyone who
· could help us find these items or
would like to donate them, please call
Brian Allen at 725-4955.

, Pentlarge Awarded
C1ertificate of Recognition
Frances E. (Effie) Pentlarge,
Halkiwell, was awarded a special
certificate of recognition by the
National Federation of Parents and
Friends of Lesbians and Gays at the
Tri--Regional· Conference iI! Townson,
MD, on June 22, 1991.
'The certificate reads: "Let it be
known that Parents and Friends of
Lesbians and Gays hereby recognizes
Francys E. Pentlarge, who exemplifies

the best example of a parent being a
bridge between the straight and gay ·
communities."
Signing the certificate 'were Beverly
Southerland, Mid-Atlantic Regional
Director and Tom Sauerman, Executive Director.
Ms. Pentlarge was one of the cofounders of Mid Coast Maine Parents
and Friends of Lesbians and Gay (PFLAG) in 1985 and is a co-facilitator
and board member.
She is also a
1
member of th e board of Directors of
the Maine Lesbian/Gay Political
Alliance.
For those seeking .further information regarding Mid Coast Maine PFLAG, Ms. Pentlarge can be contacted
at 623-2349.
·

Cooper, Pettingill
Found Guilty
by Kevin Cassell
In separate cases, tw.o D:Jen were
sentenced last month for anti-gay
violence that left one dead and another
severely wounded.
Carl E. Pettingill, 25, who is
currently serving 16 years for an
unrelated robbery conviction, received ·
an additional 17 years in prison for his
part in the murder of James D.
Monaldo. Monaldo, 32, a toll taker at
I-95's· Biddeford exit, was found shot
to death in Windham two days after he
- left the Underground, a Port1and bar;
with Pettingill and Nicholas Hassapelis
on December 29, 1981.
The two men allegedly went to the
bar "to rob a fag" and picked up
Monaldo. After a fight developed
between him and the other two,
Mon,aldo was shot and left for dead.
, Police arrested Pettingill and Hassapelis on January 1, 1988, after seeing
them driving Monaldo's truck. Hassapelis' trial lastSeptember was declared
a mistrial and he is awaiting a new
one. Pettingill maintains his innocence.
Justice Paul A. Fritzsche stated that
Monaldo's death was one of the most
serious · form·s of manslaughter and,
imposed a stiff sentence. ·"I am not .
convinced that rehabilitation on the
street, at least as long as he is a young ·
man, is high," he said.
continued on page 8
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George Bush, On His Yacht, Fighting AIDS, - NOT!
by Annette Dragon
More than 1500 demonstrators gathered in Kennebunkport on Sunday, S~ptember 1st, the most beautiful day of the
year, to protest President Bush ' s lack of

action on the AIDS cns1s. The march
through town to Walker's Point was organized by ACT UP, the AIDS Coalition to
Unleash Power. In the early morning people
hunched against the ocean wind. Expectancy and tension mounted as rumors circulated from group to group. Some spoke
of an affinity group who planned to disrupt
George-at-prayer.in the Episcopal Church;
some speculated that certain protestors
would storm the barricades and try to force
their way into the Bush compound. But a
massive police presence (desperately in
need of a new uniform style) deterred violence. By !ate morning the sun thawed

·everything and busses filled with protestors
had arrived from neighboring states. Regional and cultural distinctions melted.
Signs, whistles, buttons and banners were
distributed. Volunteers wound through the
crowd stamping currency with a QUEER
MONEY stamp. A three-foot-tall Bushpinaia was golf-clubbed open as onlookers
cheered. At a parking lot press conference,
a new AIDS policy was demanded by half
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a dozen speakers, including Jeanne White,
mother of Ryan White. "If you had lost as
many friends to AIDS as I have, you would
act up too," she said. "Please do something,
Mr. President. We cannot wait any longer."

The demonstration had one focus : to
make its presence seen and heard. AIDS
must be kept in . the political consciousness. It's pretty difficult not to notice a

couple of thousand chanting, shouting,
unified people carrying hundreds of signs
with messages like - "How many more
must die?" and "Read My Lips - 114,000
Dead!." One of _the favorite chants was:
"George Bush,
On his yacht,
Fighting AIDS ,
-NOT!"
Merchants, vacationers, gawkers, and
occasional well-wishers lined the sidewalk
throughout the route. Police grouped at
strategic points often videotaped the demonstrators. In the center of town, every last
protestor lay down in a symbolic "die in".

All noise stopped as people were reminded
of the thousands who have died of AIDS.Jt
was damned impressive.
On Monday Bush said, "What was the
message?" If the marchers' message was
"compassion, I got it loud and clear. To the
. degree the message hit some little merchant in Kennebunkport on the best weekend possible and caused that person to
close his doors, I got that part of it and
didn't like it".
Our kinder, gentler leader once again
puts the value of the dollar ahead of the
value oflife. As the death toll rises, Bush' s

head plows deeper into the sand. More and
more people are being touched personally
by the crisis. The ACT UP demonstration
serves as one more reminder to the world of ·
our administration's glaiing callousness.
The measure of all that positive energy and
solidarity does not just dissipate into the
afternoon. It will have an effect.

Canadian Activist and Writer Michael Lynch Dies of AIDS
TORONTO - Michael Lynch, one
of Canada's leading gay \ rights and
AIDS activists, has died. Cared for
around the clock at his Toronto home
since January by a team of 40 friends,
Michael let go of his four-year struggle
with illnesses resulting from AIDS on
Tuesday afternoon, July 9. He was 46
years old. Born in North Carolina, he
moved to Canada in 1971 to begin a
teaching career at the University of
Toronto, where he had been an
associate professor of English since
1978.
Michael made notably energetic
and articulate contributions to the
growth of an AIDS_ movement in
Canada. He was a founder and early
chair of key organizations: The AIDS
Committee of Toronto, AIDS Action
Now! and The AIDS memorial. He
originated
the idea of AIDS
Awareness Week in 1983. As a
contributor to the influential gay
journal The Body Politic, he wrote the
first major article in Canadian
journalism on living with AIDS in
1982. Beginning in 1983, he wrote
other articles which reflect one of the
few sex-positive voices in the North
American gay press at . the time,
analyzing the AIDS crisis from a gay
liberationist perspective.
M ore recently, Michael wrote an
op-ed piece for the national daily The
Globe and Mail on the Canadian gov-

ernment's insensitivity to AIDS issues,
and gave interviews as a Person Living
With AIDS on national television and
radio, and in the gay and non-gay
press. "He played an enormous role in
pressuring the government to make
changes to permit people with AIDS
to begin accessing life-saving treatments," said Joan Anderson, chair of
the Canadian AIDS Society.
In his 1989 book of poetry, These
Waves of Dying Friends, Michael's lyric
and elegiac gifts memorialized, among
the many touched by this illness, his
friend Bill Lewis, an AIDS researcher
and fellow gay activist, who died in
1987.
_Organizing, speaking and writing
were also the skills he used to foster
significant developments in the lesbian
and gay movement over the past 20
years. He was an early activist in
Toronto's Gay Alliance Toward
Equality and Gay Academic Union,
chair of The Committee to Defend
John Damien, founder of Gay Fathers
of Toronto, and a member of The
Body Politic editorial collective.
"Michael Lynch taught gay men and
lesbians that they had the power to
take action and make a difference in
the world," said long-time friend Ed
J ackson, education director of the
AIDS Committee of Toronto.
The burgeoning fields of lesbian

and gay studies also benefitted from
Michael's talents and vision. He was
the main organizer of the first gay
history conference in Canada, "Whitman in Ontario," in 1980. His article
about phrenology, "Here is Adhesiveness' From Friendship to Homosexuality," won the first CromptonNoll Award from the Gay Caucus of
the Modern Language Association in
1981 (and was published in Victorian
Studies in 1985).
For ten years, 1981-1990, he edited
the MIA Caucus's Gay Studies Newsletter (now known as the Lesbian and
Gay Studies Newsletter), which has had
a major impact in connecting a growing network of .scholars in the field.
His first historical books, The Age of
Adhesiveness, a study of male-male
intimacy in New York City between
1830 and 1880, left unfinished after
almost 10 years of painstaking
research, will be completed by his
friend Bert Hansen, of the City
University of New York. Another
major testimonial to Michael's
academic activism is The Toronto
, Centre for Lesbian and Gay Studies, of
which he was the founding chair in
1988.
While still a Ph.D. student at the
U niversity of Iowa in 1969, Michael
married Gail Jones and, still a close
friend though separated for many
years, Gail came from her California

home to be with him for the last week
of his life. Also with him when he died
was his son, Stefan, 19, a student at
Occidental College in Los Angeles.
"He put as mu~ effort into being a
father as he did into being an 3:ctivist,
a poet or a teacher. Even in the midst
of all those activities, .J was always
Number One,• said Stefan.
Michael could play as avidly as he
worke'd, and would want to be
remembered as (probably) the first gay
academic ever to be a nude centrefold subject for both Honcho and
Mandate, and as a sweaty, shirtless 5
AM disco reveller at State (Toronto),
The Saint (New York), and the Ice
Palace (Fire Island). He spent hours,
too, at his grand piano and harpsichord, honing his style for Bach or
Schubert, or accompanying friends'
renditions of the classics of torch. And
he loved to host. Many friendships
were celebrated over intimate dinners
he cooked with panache and at lavish
soirees where he presided as "diva
divine."
A memorial gathering was held at
on Saturday, August 17 in the Euclid
Theatre. Memorial donations may be
made to the Michael Lynch Endowment Fund of the Toronto Centre for
Lesbian and Gay studies, Two Bloor
Street W., Suite 100-129, Toronto,
Ontario M4W 3E2.
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commission to print the true odds of
winning the lottery as a means of discouraging people from buying tickets.
_- They ~so had some.concerns with tax.~
ing lottery winnings. They lost on both
issues.
League issues . surrounding morality in
· general include; · '
* Support for parental consent or judicial
approval fol:' abortions involving teenage pregnancy
* Support for a ban on pornography
* Opposition to gambling
* Opposition to bills that would outlaw
discrimination againstA.1.D.S. victims
* Opposition to the E.R.A.
* Opposition to Maine's lesbian and gay
rights bill, LD 430
The gay rights bill and A.I.D.S. issues
have personalized Jasper Wyman and the
Christian Civic League within the gay and
lesbian community. The C.C.L. 's staunch
opposition to gay and lesbian rights will,
however, seem like a walk jn the park
compared to the greater issue of egual
rights which will follow the success of gay
-tights. For all the scare tactics employed by
Wyman, his strategy in combatting the gay
and lesbian community is typical of all
League battles:
1. Focus upon topic areas that are hot.
Issues are swept into the politicai spotlight, reforms are demanded, newspapetj coverage swells. Once the issue is .
no longer publicity-generating, it is
back-shelved. The ·League's crucial
issue of drug education. Whatever
• happened to that? Where are the TV
debates -over teenage pregnancy? G~y
rights are a hot topic, but like all league
topics, it won't be hot forever.
2. Go for the referendum vote. Referendums are a good way to get around a
balky legislature. They offer the hum
and excitement of a political campaign.
They also carry with them a certain
underdog, grassroots psychology which
people like. The boredom, bureaucracy,
and time required to go through the
legal process of government isn't nearly
as appetizing. Wyman uses referer:idums to bring in new supporters, stir up
needed TV and press coverage, and
avoid a legislature thAt is all too familiar with him. Wyman remains a believer to the strategy despite their track
record of failure.
3. Tailor your speech for your audience. If
you are addressing a group of fundamentalists, bring out the Hellfire and
Damnation. If you are addressing the
Rotary, play up middle class values in a
calm and caring voice. Firing up supporters with radical religious rhetoric,
Wyman tends to play it calm and folksy
in a mixed crowd. Wyman and the _
League sponsor causes of popular support as well, such as their opposition to
dumping toxic ash in Washington
county. The ash topic is more environ-

mental than moral, but it does generate
-public support. It also makes the league
_~p~ar to.~ less ra9ical.
.
.
Aside from raising the legal drinking
age to 21 , the one true "success" for the
C.C.L. was its effort in defeating the E.R.A.
in 1985. In an· all~out campaign; that cost
$400,000 the·Christian Civic League used
fear tactjcs and misinformati9~ - implying
that the pass_age of the EqualRights Amendment would lead t_o,su~b"O$ous results as
publicly funded abortions, and homosexual marriages. Newspaper ads produced by
the League depicted two men hugging the result of the RR.A. should it be passed.
Wyman declared the,E.R.A,, a "homosexual attempt to establish legal power." In
confronting feminists, Wyman publicly
stated that he was against abortion on
demand, iesbianism. . . and the E.R.A.
because it incorporated the previous two.
The scare tactics worked and the bill failed.
Homophobia and gay-bashing campaigns in 1985 stood a better chance of
success then. Public attitudes in Maine and
across the United States have changed
significantly in six years. Maine's local
politics featuring an!i-gay campaigns have proven to be more damaging and embarrassing to the candidate employing such
tactics, and have backfired in campaigns
across the country more often then they
have worked.
League politics concerning the born and
unborn include:
* .Oppc,sition to public funding of abortions
* Support for ·expanded 1A:F.D.C. pro-

grams
* Support for expanded funding of rape
crisis centers
* Support for Fetal Alcohol Syndrome
warning labels
* S~pport for prer,atal health care
Support for women's issues, however,
often come with strict moral conditions.
For example, Wyman views prenatal health
care a:s an "essential right and a serious
responsibility to unborn children." The
policies that appear to be so pro-women
are, in reality, anti-abortion. All that help ·
·comes with the understanding that abortion would no longer be a choice for women
to make for themselves.
League issues surrounding money include:
* Support for getting the poor of Maine
off welfare
* Support for raising the income tax
, exemption for dependents to $4000
* Support for campaign spending limits.
(This following a political loss to Senator George Mitchell. In whlch Wyman
dogged Mitchell for several debates
and ended up with two. The Wyman
campaign chest was not equipped to
keeo uo with Mitchell ' s.)
The Christian Civic League began as a
good idea, Local persons looking to do

-· some:thirig to improve their communities: '
Unfortunately, their 'attempts to save us·
from- ourselves would result in a world so
spic-;and-span as to be the equivalent of a
chris1tian police state, offering "s1n-lite", a
third less morally compromising than regular sin:• ··
The Christian C1vic League has short. ened its own leash by declaring themselves
moralwatchdogs. The track record shows
a lot of barking, but very little bite.

\Vhere are you, Ward and June Cleaver,
whern we need you the most? You mayhave been behind some studio dumpster
just past the "I Love Lucy!' set swapping
satanic heavy-metal porn, drinking grain
alcohol, or throwing rocks at kittens. I
don't know. I wouldn't be surprised. Was
June Cleaver acloseted lesbian? Did Ward
like t,o dress in full leather? Did you really
have twin beds?
America is a true paradox. A country
· built upon Puritanical sexual repression.
and iignorance has produced the highest
number of sexual offenders the industrialized world. All those moms and dads
who got pregnant in senior high go cata- ·.
tonic at the sight of a condom in the hands
oftheirteenagers. They just can't conceive
it. Sex education? Just say no!
I won't live long enough to see the
Sexual Revolution. It could only be .tame
by comparison. These are the 1990's - the
beginning of-the Sexual Evolution. Something tells me we may experience some
tuibu1lence. S~ hold~onto·'yqui- significant'
others because, as Karen Carpenter used to'
say, we've only just begun. .
S,exuality in our country is a four-letter
word that starts with "f'. It'~ aprocedure or
a crime. Reality or fantasy, A pagan ritual
so deliciously wonderful'that _we try fervently to exorcise it from the children reproduced in its wake. Turning state's evidenc,e, we loudly claim that, although the
demon of sexuality pried away at our pubescent bodies, we never gave into temptation . .We fight our children. We condemn
each other. We hate ourselves. Like a blind
man afraid of the dark, we swing at anything that makes a noise.
Where does sexuality end and sex begin? Or does it? Can it? What is the difference between the two? Which came first?
Why is everybody so uptight? Where did
all the anger come from? Remember those
innocent childhood questions you occasionally asked that resulted in a mand\lte to
go to your room, or mind your own business; or never say whatever-word again?
Like little satellite dishes tuned into our
natural vibrations, we were receptive an<;l
curious. Unfortunately, everyo.n e kept
jamming our frequencies till we lost the
signal altogether and switched over to reliable signals like Bugs Bunny, Howdy
Doody, or Soul Train. It seemed that the
best way to prepare for sixty years of active
and healthy sexual expression was fifteen
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years oftotal ignorance and.silence. _
·• 'fW air ' until puberty," ·we were · f61d. ·
Then =you ',U·fmd out.
· '"
At puberty we gel to spin the wheel of
forturie, Who gets to tum our vowels?
Vannah? Pat? Maybe both? We just can't •
stand the suspense. What ifwe only end up
with good wishes and a ·pfle of Rice-A~·
Roni? Damn those Puritans! My palms
grow sweaty as I give it a big spin. I black
out. It's- all over. The next face I see is
Vannah Whit~. I guess this means I won't
have to worry about birtli control.
A mob surround~ me. Suddenly all those
people who told me to go to my own room
are trying to fiddle with my -satellite dish:
We wrestle furiously. I've lost my "own '
good." They say that they are in touch with
my own good, but I had the signal sharp
and clear just a minute ago. If they would just leave-me alone -I could-tune into my
own good, grab the rem,ote, and have some
fun . But they won't be content until they
switchmetoheterosexualcable. "No! No!"
I cry. I have a part coming up in a sexual
act, scene three, stage left. It's just a bit
part, but it could lead to other; work. Don 't
touch that dial! They tell me they can cure
this lesbian thing with enough legislation,
misguided purpose, and hostility.
· I don't want to watch Moral Majority
TV. I'd rather watch nothing at all. Why do
these people care so much about this tiny
l_ittle aspect of my life? Where were· they
when I was unemployed? Or when I was
living in that horrible warehouse apartment with littleI income
ahd
ev.e n less fur,.
,- / ,1 I. l l •- .,
I~ .: ;,
niture? I i:;oµld haxe used a little SUJ)pPrt. :
Of course, I wasn't sexually active then:
· ·1 grew up in a black and white sitcom
where men and women wore foll length
pajamas and slept in .twin beds with a
nightstand between them. Every _adult ·
watching knew that image portrayed was
an outright lie. Think about it. _All those
lies. Our most powerful form of media
broadcast to an entire nation a society
where sexuality simply did not exist. There
was a word for this sanitized personality
fragment left behind. Wholesome. .
Slowly, like a Twilight Zone episode
run amok, we created a new past to conform to this one-dimensional image. The
dirty laundry was scrubbed and wrought by
hand to remove the passionate s_tains of real
life until nothing remained but a bland,
· prime-time, G-rated image. An iron-on
transfer for the flag. George Washington
with the wife and kids: enjoying a fullybalanced, low-cholesterol meal representative of the four food groups. Every family
had their own laugh track. Even today,
commercials on television project a past
when pride, respect and tolerance ran
rampant. Hell, even the coffee tasted better
back then.
But now we can't stop. A lie in motion
tends to stay in motion. We have gone on to
project this vision into the future. There's a
word for that, too. Politics. I recently heard
continued on page -7
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SLEEPING WITH THE ENEMY?
conlinuell from page 6
of some proposal that would require a
public referendum on .iUll'. legislati'on concerning homosexuality. The religious right
has declared open season on us with no
license and no limit. Why?
The news that doesn't make the news is
often twice as important. Last week scientists discovered a new planet, while a
woman in the Midwest entered the Book of
World Records for having the most refrigerator magnets. Guess which story I saw on
Good Morning America. But look more
closely. In between all the hate stories and
garbage I see more and more tuck away
stories: states adopting gay rights bills,
· religious entities changing their viewpoints,
countries removing penalties from their
gay and lesbian citizens.
The sexual evolution before us is com- •
plex. This evolution comes from the very
depths of each of us. As individuals. Ou_r

personal satellite dishes are tuning inward
to find and re-establish our sexuality. It's a

proce~ that will reveal to u_sjust how many
channels we can pick up - if we are willing.
Some may simply choose to tum off the
TV. Others will be . shopping for a big
screen model. Who knows what you could
do with a friend and a couple of consenting
VCRs? Frequency will take on a whole
new meaning. So will re~runs. Either way,
I think I'll be more comfortable with a
Guide.
Despite the damnation and hell fire of
the Christian right, the stereotypes, insulting remarks, legislative setbacks, fear, and
chaos I find myself breathing a little more
easily. I can see the progress despite the
setbacks. And the progress is winning.
This series will not be "mini", but we
will definitely get back to our roots! Stay ,
tuned!

July 16, 1991
Program Manager
WCBB Public Television
1450 Liston St.
Lewiston, ME
Greetings:
I was disgusted that WCBB censored this
week's film in the PBS "Point of View"
series, Tongues Untied. Frankly, however, I was not surprised. Comparison of
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Cordially,
Lawrence Bliss

• A monthly journal· on issues of concern
to Maine's progressive community

See our selection of gay ~nd
lesbian fiction- and non-fiction.

Letters-I understand that Tongues Untied has.
been labeled by some as controversial;
that's what I thought public television was
all about. The only controversial content of
Tongues Untied is its non-apologetic love
between black gay men. It dues not contain
sex; the closest is an intimate kiss between
two men. Amonif other things, the film
shows a black gay man being turned away
from a gay bar because of his race, and a
drag queen being "bashed." It is powerful,
but none of t~e· elements (language, vio.!11
Jenee, etc.) are anything you wouldn't see
in an evening news broadcast or a soap
opera. It is the context, I assume, which
makes the language and violence controversial and moves rou to censor this program.
Although PBS did not feel it necessary
to recommend to station managers that
they use a disclaimer with this program, it
seems to me that a standard disclaimer
("The following contains language ... ")
would provide sufficient notice to viewers
who might not want to challenge their
thinking on this issue.
To label Tongu_es Untied as "violent"
would be accurate 'only in so far as it
portrays .violent situations and situations
reflective of structural violence against
black gay men, which the film meets he~don. To label it "violent" would be to totally
misconstrue the overall nature and vision
of the work, and to attempt to dismiss the
expressions and voices therein. And .that
dismissal is homophobic. The program
guide for New York's Channel 13 (WNET)
list$ Tongues Untied as: "The gags that
have kept gay black men silent are artfully
tom away in a film that is part sophisticated
movie video, part defiant protest."

MAINE. PROGRESSIVE

your offerings with those of the public
television station in New Hampshire have
long revealed a pattern of timid and ulti_mately boring programing ....Apparently,
what made Tongues Untied unacceptable
to you was its confident and articulate
assertion of a gay identity ....That is not
"standards," that is bigotry, pure and simple.
· Just for the record: gay men; and even
black gay men, are part of the "public" your
charter is to serve. We live i"n Maine, we
own houses, ~ e p·ay i.U:es to support"you
like everyone else. For you to censor th~
one rare film that comes from our community as if it were some kind of projection
from an alien planet onto the homogenously
heterosexual Maine "public" is just i_g norant ...
Sincerely,
Dr. Christopher G. Reed

HIV ANTIBODY COUNSELING AND TESTING
Voluntary -- Anonymous - Low Cost
The AIDS Project offers trained counselors to answer your questions
and address your concerns about possible infection with the Human
lmmu·nodeficiency Virus (HIV}. To schedule a counseling session call: ·
775-1267 (Portland) or 1-800-851-AIDS (2437) daily between 9-12; 1-5,
Monday & Wednesday 6-9 p.m. Saturday from 10-1. Note: Counseling
and testing is by appointment only.
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To the Editor:
WCBB has received many calls regarding the film Tongues Untied which WCBB
chose not to broadcast on July 16th as
scheduled by PBS. Because the producer
of that film has organized a letter writing
campaign to many in the gay community
and has made many false and damaging
statements about WCBB, I hope you will
' publish this letter.
WCBB is committed to showing films
which address controversial issues and
which include opinions that are not necessarily reflective of mainstream American
thinking. Indeed, we relish controversy
and opinions. We feel strongly it is our
mission to do so and we remain committed
to that mission.
Contrary to what the film's producer
may have said, WCBB has shown many
films advocating gay rights and tolerance
of cultural differences. The subject matter
of Tongues Untied is no problem for
WCBB whatsoever. Nor were the scenes
showing males kissing, nudity, or other
aspects of homosexual lifestyles a_problem.
The only problem for WCBB was the ·
profane language in the film·. In particular,
there were several poems which used a
large number of four letter words repeatedly. While all of those words have been
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contin.ued from page 8
In a separate case, a Penobscot
County Superior Court jury found
Kevin Cooper, 24, guilty of attempted
murder in the slashing attack on Frank
McGrath, a former soccer coach at the
University of Maine at Presque Isle.
McGrath, 60, identified- Cooper as a
male prostitute he picked up in a
Bangor park last September 6. Cot>per,
who dlenies being homosexual, claims
ignorance of such an attack and

attributes his memory loss to his abuse
of LSD.
McGrath was slashed nine times
with
knife and left for dead in a
wooded area in Glenburn. He was
found three days later by a family
walking through the woods. Cooper's
defense was hurt by testimony that he
was stopped September 18 in Topsfield, MA, behind the wheel of
McGrath's car.
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LONDON - The government has
scrapped rules that automatically bar
gays from some top government jobs,
including in the diplomatic service,
Prime Minister John Major announce~
last month.
Major told the House of Commons
in a written reply to lawmakers'
questions that individual assessments
would replace the automatic bar. He
said evidence of a person's homosexuality, even if acknowledged, had
until now automatically prevented
security clearance for high level
oversieas posts. This had effectively
barred recruitment of gays and
lesbia1Ds to certain areas of government
employment, including the diplomatic
servic:e.
However, in the light of changing
social attitudes in Britain and abroad
and the greater willingness of people
to be open about their sexual orientation, he said this policy had now been
reviewed and changed.

774-9262

WASHINGTON, DC The
Human Rights Campaign Fund, the
nation's largest lesbian and gay
political organization, hung a lavender
banner from a Broadway office building and dropped 700 pounds of lavender confetti, along with the more usual
ticker tape, as the Operation Welcome
Home parade wound its way along
Broadway on June 14th.
' We wanted to say welcome home
to thie thousands of gay, lesbian, and
bisexual troops who served in the
Gulf," said Tim McFeeley, executive
director of the Campaign Fund.
"Although they are forced to serve in
silence, we wanted them to know they
had not been forgotten."
The Campaign Fund's banner read
"Wekome Home to Our Lesbian, Gay
and ]Bisexual Troops." It was placed in
the direct line-of-sight from the official
reviewing stand where Generals Colin
Powell and Norman Schwarzkopf
watclh.ed the parade and directly across
from the television cameras of NBCTV which broadcast the parade live.
Media reports indicate that as
many as 50,000 gay and lesbian
military personnel participated in
Ope1rations Desert Shield and Storm.

In April, the Human Rights Campaign
Fund released a national public
opinion poll conducted by Penn and
Schoen Associates indicating that an
overwhelming 81 percent of Americans
oppose the Pentagon policy discharging
lesbians, gay and bisexual personnel.

Gays Favor Monogamy
SEATILE - A recent national
survey revealed that a majority of Gay
couples prefer monogamy.
The survey, conducted by the
Seattle-based Partner's newsletter for
Gay male and Lesbian couples, polled
1,266 same-sex couples nationwide.
Results of the poll, rdeased on June
7, suggest that male couples were less
inclined toward monogamy than
females; 91 percent of the female
couples polled . said they were
monogamous, 63 percent of the male
couples said they were monogamous.
Seven percent of the female couples
said they were "monogamous with
agreed exceptions," and three percent
of the female couples said they were
nonmonogamous.
Twenty-six percent of the male
couples said they allowed for "agreed
exceptions" to monogamy and 11
percent said they were nonmonogamous.
The poll showed that many couples
who said their relationships were
nonmonogamous were, in fact, in
practice. Sex outside of the
relationship was reported by less than
three percent of female partners, and
26 percent of male partners.
Two patterns were noted among
men which were not observed among
women: First, the longer that male
couples had been together, the more
likely they were to engage in sex
outside the relationship; and second,
men reporting sex outside their
relationships tended to have more
frequent sex with their life-partners.

Et Tu, Cher?
In his new autobiography, The Beat
Goes On, Sonny Bono flirts with the
idea that ex-spouse Cher had an affair
or two with women, but perhaps for
legal reasons, is careful in choosing his
words.
continued on page 9
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Teen Suicide High
MINNESOTA - Nearly one third
of 137 gay or bisexual teenage boys in
the Upper Midwest and Pacific Northwest who were surveyed by researchers
said they attempted suicide at least
once because of their sexual orientation. About 20 of the respondents said
they attempted suicide more than
once. The survey was conducted · by
researchers from the U Diversity of
Minnesota at Minneapolis St. Paul and
the University of Washington in
Seattle. Its results were published in
the June issue of Pediatrics, a medical
journal.

Presbyterians Reject
Report on Sexuality
The General Assembly of the Presbyterian Church (USA) voted overwhelmingly to reject a committee
report urging the church to relax
strictures against extramarital sex and
homosexuality. The vote of 534 to 31
shelved the report on &exuality called
"Keeping Body and Soul Together."
The authors of tile report recommend
that gay men and lesbians be eligible
for ordination and blame most of
society's sexual malaise on the
patriarchal model of dominance and "'
subordination.

Frat Homophobes
Suspended
The national leadership of Alpha
Chi Rho, a college fraternity, said June
15 it permanently suspended 54 members of the Alpha Chi Rho chapter at
Syracuse University in Syracuse for
selling T-shirts that bore the slogans
Homophobic and Proud of It and Club
Faggots, Not Seals.

content of the memo, Shell violated its
own personnel procedures and then
tried to cover up the real reason for
the dismissal, Taber ruled. "Shell and
Triton set about fabricating falsehoods
that struck at the plaintiffs entire
background, education, ability to
perform in the business world, leadership on an executive level, and
judgment on this or any other job," her
decision said. Collins said he is now
working at a kennel at about a quarter
of his form er salary.

Outweek Closes
NEW YORK - Outweek, the
lesbian and gay magazine that made its
mark by exposing closeted men and
women, closed its door June 27 due to
financial problems.
Advertising industry representatives
say the magazine's controversial stands
made it difficult to attract advertisers.
Outweek also suffered management
problems. A shakeup in December saw
the publisher seize control of the dayto-day operations of the magazine.
The controversial editor, Gabriel
Rotella, was fired.
Outweek, which began publishing
weekly two years ago, had a circulation
of about 40,000.

ANN REED
with special guest

Anni Clark

Same Sex B~pefits for
UAlberta

Saturday,
September 28
8:00 P. M.

EDMONTON -The University of
Albert plans to extend medical and
other benefits to same-sex partners of
staff and faculty.
Under the new policy, which will be
introduced later this year, same-sex
couples will be entitled to the same
medical, dental and leave benefits
granted to heterosexual couples.
Pension benefits are controlled by
federal law, which discriminates
against gay and lesbian couples.
Similar policies are in place at
other universities across the country,
including Dalhouse and Acadia.

First Parish U.U. Church
Congress St., Portland
$8.00 in advance
$10.00 at the door

For further information

207-284-9014

Shell Must "Shell Out"
CALIFORNIA - In a decision that
yielded the largest award ever made to
an individual for a gay employment
bias claim, California sup'erior court
judge Jacqueline Taber ruled June 13
that a former Shell Oil Company
employee who was fired because of liis
private sexual activities is entitled to
more than $5.3 million in damages.
The employee, Dr. Jeffery Collins,
worked at Triton Biosciences Inc., a
wholly owned Shell biotechnology
subsidiary in Alameda County, CA.
Collins was dismissed after 19 years of
tenure when his secretary showed
Triton officials a sexually explicit
memo outlining rules for a gay safesex party that Collins had inadvertently
left in a printer.
Collins filed his lawsuit in April
1986, five months after he was fired.
At the time of his dismissal, Collins
· was earning more than $115,000 in
salary and benefits per year and was
overseeing a 23-person staff and a $10million budget.
In firin~ Collins because of the

Contributors to this month's Global
Gayzette include: Philadelphia Gay
News, Quee,y, The Washington (D.C.)
Blade, Sojourner, Baltimore Gay Paper,
Gaezette, and Chicago's Outlines.

TICKETS ON SALE AT:

Amadeus Music, Portland; Gallery Music, Portland;
New Leaf Books, Rockland: Record Rendevous, Kennebunk;
Rock Bottom 'Records, f:ortsmouth, NH

Clip & Return Today!
BROCCOLI
APPOCCOLLI

Name

Address - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Because the President
hates broccoli, the
promotion of broccoli
tells the President and
the rest of the world that
he does not enjoy the
love or support of all the
people.
Carlo Pittore

City
State

Zip Code _ _ _ _ __

Subscribe at the 1990 rate • One Year for $12.00
Our Paper respects the privacy of Our R eaders. Your
subscription to Our Paper will arrive in your mailbox every
month in a plain brown envelope. Mailing list confidentiality is guaranteed.
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Indigo, 823 Main Street, Cambridge,
MA presents "Express Yourself", a talent showcase for women at 4:00 pm.
No tryouts are required but a video or
cassette tape would be helpful. For
more information call 617-884-5540.
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Ann Reed, Minnesota Artist of the Year,
will be in concert Saturday, September
28th, 8 pm at the First Parish Unitarian
Universalist Church in Portland. Her
music is best described as a mixture of
acoustic, eclectic original songs and
her stage performance is a combination of music and storytelling. Reed is
an accomplishe<;:l 12 string guitar player,
songwriter, storyteller, and·is the reigning Minnesota Artist of the Year. Ann
celebrated her latest release Road of
the Heart by selling out the prestigious
Guthrie Tneafer in Minnneapolis
(1,500). Road of the Heart has received heavy airplay throughout the
United States on a variety of music
formats including adult contemporary, ·
jazz, coun_try, and adult alternative.
Ann has torfred'nationally and has been
a frequent guest on Minnesota Public
Radio. Garriso • Kellar recently performed Reed's "If You Were Mine"from
Road of the Heart on a recent radio
broadcast. A variety of artists have
been interested in recording Reed's
recordings including Nanci Griffith, Lyle
Lovett, Ronnie Milsap, Bonnie Raitt, ·
and The Nylons. For ticket information,
call Chris Brennan at 207-284-9014.
Tickets are $8/advance; $10/atthe door.
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Maine Progressive's 5th anniversary
Awards Banquet, Saturday, October 5,
5:30pm atthe Pilgrim House of the First
Parish Congregational Church at 9
Cleaveland Street, in Brunswick. Tickets for the dinner and celebration are
available for $10/in advance, $12/at
the door, half price for children under
12 years old. A low-income ticket is
also available for $5. Tickets are available after September 15th at Harvest
Time Natural ·.Foods in Augusta, the
Peace and Justice Cei:iter for Eastern
Maine_in Bangor, Gulf -of Maine Bookstore in Brunswick, Axis Natural Foods
in Lewiston, app,.{3riarwynde ~nd Cafe
No in Portland. Tickets for the dinner or
sample copies of th~ -paper-are available from the Maine;.P,rogressive , PO
Box 776, Munroe, Maii)e;.04951 or by
calling 525-7776:· : · ~
·

Cris Williamson and Tret Fure in concert, presented by Wild Iris Productions as a benefit for Caring Unlimited,
5:30 pm and 8:45 pm , City Theatre,
205 Main Street, Biddeford. Reserved
Seating $20, General Admission $15
advance, $16.50 at door. Tickets available at Amadeus Music, Walkabout
and Whole Grocer in Portland ,
Macbeans Music in Brunswick, New
Morning Health Foods in Biddeford,
Caring Unlimited in Sanford, and by
mail at Wild Iris, P.O. Box 17, West
Buxton, ME 04093.

The Matlovich Society presents Michael Chitwood, Chief of Police, City of
Portland speaking on "Bias Crime" in
the third floor conference room of the
Portland Public Library, 7:30 -9:00 pm.
Wheelchair accessible and signing
provided for the hearing impaired.
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Maine Walk '91, Sunday, October 13th,
1:00 pm. Aten kilometer pledge walk to
benefit AIDS education and care in
Maine coordinated by the Maine AIDS
Alliance. Proceeds will be used to
continue providing service, support, and
education on the local level. For more
information, call WCAC at 388-1427.

23
October
The fourth annual Women Business
Owners Conference (WBOC) will be
held at the Augusta Civic Cel")ter. This
year's theme is "Public Policy". Companies having a product or service directed toward small businesses are
invited to exhibit at the WBOC Busi~
ness to Business Trade Show. The
WBOC focuses on training and networking for women in both the start-up
and expansion phases of business.
Women attend looking for information
and answers to specific questions.
Many of these business owners are
extremely busy and have little time to
shop around. Presence at the Trade
Show will easily bring valuable exposure for exhibitors. Two scholarships
are available to qualifying businesses.
For further information and an
exhibitor's packet, please call Great
Gatherings, the conference organizers, at 622-5330.

24
October
The Matlovich Society presents Tim
McFeeley, executive director of the
Human Rights Campaign Fund
(America's largest lesbi~n and gay
political orgai:,ization) speaking on "The
Lesbian and Gay Agenda in the 1990's",
third floor conference room, Portland
Public Library, 7:30 - 9:00 pm . Wheelchair accessible and signing provided
for the hearing i~mpaired.

GLAD·DAYIJ
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LESBIAN & GAY LITERATURE

Po~t?h~~P s L~;.G E sr

637 BOYLSTON ST., BOSTON, MA 02116 (617) 267-3010
Mon-Thurs. 9:30 a.m.-10 p.m. Fri. & Sat. 9:30 a.m.-11 p.m.
Sunday & Holidays 12 noon-9 p.m.

SELfCT10JI

lower Lobby
151 Middle St.
Portland. Maine

Open 7 days

Across From The Boston Public Library, 2nd Floor
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THREE BOOKS BY PAT CALIFIA
I

Sapphistry: The Book of Lesbian Sexuality
by Pat Califia, Naiad Press

The Advocate Adviser
by Pat Califia, Alyson Publications

The Lesbian S/M Safety Manual
edited by Pat Califia, Lace Publications

by Heather Aleunder

If you read only one book about
lesbian sexuality, Sapphistry: The Book
of Lesbian Sexuality, would be an
excellent choice. Pat Califia is a
fearless, no-holds barred lesbian who
writes well and in a non-judgmental
way. She says that she wrote Sapphistry
because ''The majority culture controls
us by limiting our vision and denying us
all possible images of the women we
might become. This book carries a
subversive message. It presents an
alternative to conformity," and also
because "Good sex does not automatically result every time two women
(or more) reach for each other. We
need to stop buying the romantic
fantasy that a lover who really cares
about us can sense what pleases us and
provide it without a murmur of
direction. We also need to stop
fragmenting our sisterhood by dictating
standards of sexual behavior to each
other."
The chapters in Sapphistry are:
• The Erotic Imagination: Sexual
fantasies, actualizing fantasies, erotica,
and favorite sexual experiences. Califia
says it is okay to fantasize about any_thing and presents fantasies from

several lesbians.

• Self-Loving: Getting to know
and love your own body, an overview
of the sexual response cycle, and
masturbation. "The best information of
what we like sexually comes from
ourselves."
• Partners: Sexual techniques,
lesbian relationships, and finding
partners.
• Communication: Includes practical · tips for communicating about
sexuality AND just about anything else.

The Lesbian S/ M Safety Manual is
a slender volume edited by Pat Califia,
which could be called ''. Everytµing You
Ever Wanted to Know About S/M But
Were Afraid to Ask Your Dominatrix."
It covers emotional and physical safety,
has an extensive chapter on first aid
(the recommended first aid kit includes
a bolt cutter), as well as an essay titled,
"So You Wanna Be a Sadist? How to
Make It Hurt So Good in One Easy
Lesson". As a curious person, I found
it an interesting book, but after figuring
the expense of the equipment and first
aid kit alone, I say, "Make mine
vanilla!"

Sexual problems that might come up,
with detailed advice and reassurance
that they are indeed COMMON.
Advice on obtaining professional assistance, if needed.
• Youth, Age, and Sex.
• Disabled Lesbians.
• Variations: "The sexualities
discussed in this chapter are more
stigmatized than garden-variety
lesbianism." A totally non-judgmental
chapter explaining things like S&M.
• Sexually Transmitted Diseases:
AIDS is noticeably lacking, but
everything else is discussed.
• Passion: How the passion of

·- ·-c,

--·-·--

perceptions of the whole world.
• Resource List.
Sapphistry is an .informative book
which takes the stand that lesbians, and
all women, deserve a good sex life, and
that sexuality is an important aspect of
humanity, worthy of attention. I am
reviewing the ~bird edition of this book,
published in 1988. The only real
limitation is that information about
AIDS and lesbians, and lesbian safe
sex is not mentioned. No doubt it will
appear in the fourth edition.
Sapphistry is delightfully illustrated
by Tee Corine with Art-Nouveau style
drawings of women lovers.
·
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Pat Califia writes the advice column
for the gay periodical, The Advocate,
and The Advocate Adviser is a distillation of the best columns over the years.
It is a book for both gay men and
lesbians, though, as in most of society,
the men get more of the attention. If safe
sex was neglected in Sapphistry, it is
mentioned in nearly every chapter of this
book, and includes lesbian safe sex.
Califia covers meeting people and
finding partners, relationships,
friendship, coming out, ceremonies and
unions, raising children, breaking up,
anatomy and physiology, sexual
problems, sexual specialties, disability,
STD's, safer sex and AIDS, getting older,
death, and solidarity. There is a good
resource list at the end. The book is
frank, informative, and very readable;
the curious (like me) won't be able to
put it down. Califia has a down-toearth, unshockable style and a wit that
kept me chuckling and saying, "Good
answer!"
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continued from page 7

Suede is Great!
by Ro Fetterman

My experience has taught me to trust
that Wild Iris Productions brings quality
performers to Maine. Having attended
several of their productions by artists who
were basically unknown, I realized that
there exists a talent pool of women performers whose work would go unknown if
not for the women ' s music connection. Of
course this makes one wonder about the
suppression by the "power elite" of artists
who are not in the mainstream. (OK, so this
is stuff for another article!)
SUEDE- remember that name. If she
comes back to town, be sure to clear your
calender and attend her concert. From what
I saw and heard at the Luther Bonny Auditorium, she is a true entertainer. The qualities and textures that the word "suede"
brings to mind are just the perfect adjectives to describe her velvet voice. (She was
one of the three finalists for the Best Female Jazz Vocalist - Manhattan Association of Cabaret Awards 1988). Her musical

style offers an intriguing blend of jazz and
light rock styles. Being an accomplished
musician ( she holds a degree in classical
voice and trumpet), she uses a guitar, electronic piano with synthesizer, and trumpet
to accompany her perfectly trained voice.
Suede not only performs a variety of songs
but also has a versatile vocal training and
stylistic discipline that· is unsurpassed in
many solo performers. One could never sit
at her concerts and become bored with the
types, styles or genre of her selections.
Besides, she believes that romance belongs
in women ' s music - who can argue with
that?
If her music does not grab you, her
spontaneous sense of humor will surely
catch you by surprise. Anyone who can
make one- liners about mothers, co-dependency, therapy, masturbation, or being
an "X" catholic can find a funny bone in
everyone in the audience. And judging
from the reaction Suede received from the

Portland audience, she, using her own
words, "finds that common thread thing."
The audience loved her for her warmth, her
music and her humor.
Once again, Wild Iris Production~ created a professional environment for the
performance. With Bob's expertise on
sound and lights and the intimate surroundings of the USM auditorium, the magic of
Suede's music came alive with style. We
truly are fortunate to have a small organization who can bring outstanding women's
music to Portland. I realize that in these
tight economic times it is difficult to spend
$10.00 for a concert ticket. But folks, trust
the artistic judgement of this production
company. They have been the only group
in Maine that has brought both the big
name performers (Holly Near) and those
who are so far unknown to many of us, such
as Suede. They have broadened the musical horizons of many of us who have attended their concerts.

seen and hend on Channel 10 in other
programs, the frequency and unnecessary
repetition of them in this film caused us to
not show the program.
The question of community standards
for profane language is a difficult one to
address. WCBB has an obligation to challenge its viewers, but it also has an obligation not to offend them unreasonably. In
our opinion, Tongues Untied was offensive in its use of language.
Of the forty or fifty telephone calls we
received at Channel I 0, I am pleased to say
that we were able to have reasoned discussions with almost all of the callers. We
appreciate the thoughtfulness of those who
called, and we hope that our answers to
those individuals in those calls and our
comments to the entire gay community
through this letter will reassure you that
WCBB is living up to the standards of
fairness and public service we have set for
ourselves.
Sincerely yours,
Robert H. Gardiner.
President and
General Manager

Poetry -BLUE

-·

Blue, the color of Saturday rain.
Blue, the color of the towering skies.
Blue miles
Seeping in through the window.
Sliding in under the door.
Wrapping itself, fold upon fold upon
fold, around
_Me as I sit writing, so soft, so like
velvet.
It feels like a much-worn coat.
I pull my hat down around my ears
and stand in the
Doorway at two o'clock, my head
pounding, my heart racing,
Keeping the rain away.
Outside the river rises.
Soon it will be at my feet, the
whispering waters clear.
The temptation is great to succumb.
Everything is
So
Blue.

We're Working For
Change...

You Can Make it
Happen!

· Maine Lesbian / Gay
Political Alliance
P.O. Box.232
Hallowell, ME 04347

Christopher Bussell

Beech Hill Hospital is a non-profit
in-patient treatment facility for the
treatment of chemical dependency.

• Our program recognizes the special needs of the Gay and
Lesbian patient with emphasis on creating a safe and
supportive environment
• Involves family and significant other
• Aftercare Planning for ongoing recovery
For more information call:

1-800-THE-HILL

)16ACoop.•Sc.,Ponl,nd, MEO.IOI

772-1212
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12 - MISCELLANEOUS
EXPERIENCEDCARPENTERseekswork.Jobs
are scarce so I'll work for a low, fixed hourty rate
we negotiate. References. Will travel. Write Swan,
Box 31 , Sandy Point, ME 04972.
LESBIAN WRITER SEEKS essential and honored Patron so's to continue her work. Cappy, 16
Ave. C, Seattle, WA 98122 (PA9).

16-APARTMENT TO SHARE
OR RENT
ROOMIESR Confidential Gay Roommate matching in all Maine cities; Nationwide, tool 1-800272-8372, 2 pm to 10 pm. (PA62)
3-ROOM APARTMENT FOR RENT IN HALLOWELL available 9/1, heated, hot water, stove,
fridge, laundry, $310/month, $300 for non smokers. Call Harold at 623-8383, leave message.
FEMALE TO SHARE HOUSE ON KENNEBEC
RIVER private back yard, $250 + utilities. Dresden, 737-8275.
NON-SMOKING ROOMMATE SOUGHT to
share sunny spacious apt. off B.righton Ave. with
GM and 2 dogs. Off-street parking, washer/
dryer. 1/2 rent+ utilities. Call 761-4426. (PA10)
ROOMMATE WANTED, LEWISTON, MAINE 2
bdrms., W/0, large LR with bay windows. Must
be financ. stable. $230/month. Call after 5 pm,
786-5227.
GAY COUPLE SEEKS HOUSEMATE FORS.
BERWICK Maine home. Offering fireplaced BR,
priv. bath, flagstone patio, kit. priv. and sep.
entry. Sit. on 7 priv. acres. 15 min. to Portsmouth,
NH, 50 min. to Portland. No pets, no smoking.
_ $350/month includes utils. Call 207-748-3012.
FREEPORT, ROOMMATE WA'NTED TO
SHARE HOUSE $75/Weekincludes utilities. Sec.
deposit required. Quiet residential area. 1-207865-4777.

20 - FEMALE PERSONALS
DO YOU HAVE ROOM IN YOUR LIFE FOR A
NEW FRIEND? GF 40's relocated to AugustaWaterville area. Enjoy nature, humor, career,
and a positive environment. Write to Advertiser
#900, c/o Our Paper, P.O. Box 10744, Portland,
ME 04104.
LESBIAN MID 40'$ SINGLE, SECURE, FUNLOVING who enjoys a variety of activities, esp.
outdoor ones would like to meet other single
lesbians in central Maine area for fun and friendship. Send name, address, phone#to Advertiser
#905, c/o Our Paper, P.O. Box 10744, Portland,
ME 04104. (PA10)

...ADVERTISER 514111 We have responses to
your ad. Send your new address to Our Paper,
Classified Dept. so we can forward them to you.

GWFWOULDLIKETOMEETOTHERWOMEN
30-45. Not into drugs or the every other night bar
scene. I am honest, easygoing and loyal. I enjoy
walks on the beach, cuddling with someone
special, horror movies and waltzing close. Send
picture if you'd like. Race no barrier. No butch
need reply. Write Advertiser #916, c/o Our Paper, P.O. Box 10744, Portland, ME 04104.

DOMINANT,ATTR.,SWM,30S, SKSTOTAUY
SUBMISSIVE friends for phone and later live
fan1tasies. Discreet and safe. Send phone # to
Ad\rertiser#903,c/o0urPaper, P.O. Box 10744,
Portland, ME 04104.

24-WANTED
WANTED-WOMN PARTNER($) FOR38ACRE
diversified organic farm located in Bowdoin. Also
looking for non-smoking womn housemate for
same location. Any interest in forming a womn's
farm co-op community? 666-5969, P.O. Box
133, Lisbon Center, ME 04251 . (PA10)

su,VE TRAINING! YOUTHFUL ENTHUSIASTIC trim slaves wanted to serve leathermen club

ATTENTION LESBIANS IN LEWISTON/AUBURN AREA: are you interested in meeting
other lesbians for socializing and/or support? ·
Please send name, address, and phone number
Advertiser #902, c/o Our Paper, P.0 . Box 10744,
Portland, ME 04104. Lesbians with children
welcome! (PA10)
LF 34, NEW TO MAINE, SEEKS LESBIAN of

similar age to spend time with and get to know.
Relationship possible, but not a must. Am nonsmoker, social drinker, like to hike, swim where
the bottom isn't mucky, go to dinner, movies,
concerts, read and explore Maine. If interested in
do ing any of this with me, write to Advertiser
#906, c/o Our Paper, P.O. 89x 10744, Portland,
ME 04104.

WHITE MALE, 37 YEARS OLD, 175 LBS., very
clean, discreet, expect same. Slim, good-looking, novice submissive seeking attractive, dominant females or couples to train me and discover
my limits. Very sincere. Can travel 60 miles from
Ellsworth. Can meet days only, M-F. S + M, B +
D, Clothes, Toys, Games, etc. You tell me. All
with photo answered. Phone gets immediate
reply. Please hurry. Write to Advertiser #702, cl
o Our Paper, P.O. Box 10744, Portland, ME
04104. (PA10)

21 - MALE PERSONALS
FREE REMDATE LISTING. Can you handle
love and commitment? Ron 1(207)-439-4680.
• 70 Government St. , Kittery, ME 03904-1610.
GWM STUDENT MOVING TO MAINE IN DECEMBER. Would like to meet other students for
friendship or relationship. I'm 5'11 •, 165 lbs.,
blondish brown hair, brown ·eyes, clean cut all
American boy looking for fun and adventure.
Contact Advertiser #950, c/o Our Paper, P.O.
Box 10744, Portland, ME 04104. (PA10)
DUNGEONMASTERI SANE SERIOUS GWM
SADIST 47 into all scenes med. to heavy SM BO!
Wants will young trim GM's who can take it. P.O.
Box 1169, Sanford, ME 04073. (PA11)
GWM 32 CHEM-FREE NON-SMOKER living a
holistic life-style (not into gay scene). Interested in meeting like-minded for friendship-arid sharing. If you are working on your stuff and have
open heart and mind, value life - enjoy nature,
hiking, dancing, having fun ... Write to Pete, Suite
174, P.O. Box 1612, Sanford, ME 04073.
LOOKING FOR A BODYBUILDER TO TEACH
ME WEIGHTS and for friendship. Picture if
possible. I'm 23, blond, blue eyes and into
muscles. Don't be shy. Write me, Advertiser
#915, c/oOurPaper, P.O. Box 10744, Portland,
ME04104.

members at a 3-day weekend anniversary party
in November, in Portland. Hot action demanded,
· send qualifications and recent photo to P.O. Box
116,9, Sanford, ME 04073. (PA10)

MEN WANTED: ATHLETES TO TRADE MASSAGES Strong hands. Box 1573, Portland, ME
04104.

QUIIET CHUNKY GWM 28 SEEKS RELATIONSHIIP I like music, walking, small group fun. You
25-40 must like animals, believe in fidelity, discreet, honest. Me located about 25 minutes from
Portland. Not into drugs or drinking. Write to
Advertiser#904,c/oOur Paper, P.O. Box 10744,
Portland, ME 04104.

25 - VIDEOS/FILMS
FOOT VIDEO. FOOT FETISHIST DELIGHT. 5
Hot Chicago guys show you their bare feet and
more. X-citing foot action. 2 hr. vhs $25.00 to: E.
Kramer, P.O. Box 14784, Chicago, IL 60614.
(PA11)

MASSAGE GIVEN BY A GWM WILL HELP
YOU RELAX Also I have given to straight guys.
Call 794-0984 7 am-7 pm please. (PA12)

VIDEOPORT - Portland's largest s~lection of
videos. 151 Middle Street, Lower Lobby, Portland, Maine 04101 . Open 7 days a week. (207)
773-1999.

GWM-BWM STIFF NECK? TIRED MUSCLES?
Ne1:ld to relax? Try a full or partial body massage.
Call 375-4622, ask for Oliver 8 am - 9 pm.

RAILROAD SQUARE CINEMA 13 Railroad
Square, Waterville, ME 04901 . (207) 873-6526.
Call for schedule.
·

GWM48HEALTHY SINCERE DISCREET CONGENIAL seeks younger trim masculine ambitiou1s hard-working GM to share life, travel +
good times. P.0 . Box 1169, Sanford, ME 04073.
(PA10)

26 - FLORISTS
I LOVE FLOWERS, 19 Pleasant Street, Portland, Maine 04010. (207) 774-5882.

GWM, PWA, 27 SEEKS GWM, BGM AGE 2035 HIV+ OR PWA to enjoy easygoing honest
relationship, enjoys music, etc. Write to Advertise1r #601, c/o Our Pap"Elr, P.O. Box 10744,
Por11and, ME 04104. (PA10)

28 - JEWELERS
NICOLSON & RYAN, Buy with confidence, give
with PRIDE. 253 Water Sti:eet, Augusta, Maine.
(800)244-6255

CHUBBY GWM 30 SEEKS FRIENDSHIP AND
FU.N from GM 18 to 40. I like movies and good
conversation and am looking for new horizon or
slave boy. Write to Advertiser #701, c/o Our
Paper, P.O. Box 10744, Portland, ME 04104.

BLONDE FUN 23, looking for friend. Write soon
to Advertiser #901 , c/o Our Paper, P.O. Box
10744, Portland, ME 04104.

1-900

GWM/BWM ... NEED TO RELAX, RELIEVE
TENSION? Call for a full body massage, 12 pm
- 5 pm. 783-5276.
·
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*""ADVERTISER #5141 We have responses to
your ad. Please send us your new address so we
- can forward them to you.

23 - BUSINESS
OPPORTUNITIES

1-900-468-4297

BANGOR - FOR SALE, HOME WITH INCOME
Lg . owner apt, 2 1/2 room efficiency. Or use for
small business, zoned commercial, newly renovated throughout, appliances, newfumace, vinyl
replacement windows, vinyl siding and more.
Must see to appreciate. $74,900. Tel. 945-9753.

Get real names and numbers
of men & women who
want to meet you!
1 1.95 per minute

ER CLASSIFIED ADS OUR PAPE;R CLASSIFIED ADS OUR PAPER CLASSIFIED ADS OUR PAPER CLASSIFIED ADS OUR PAPER
NA1E _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ADDRESS _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
CITY

STATE _ _ _ _ _ ZIP _ _ _ __

AO CATEGORY

NUMBER OF MONTHS: _ _ _ _ _ __

!

DO \'OU WBH AN ADYERTl8ER NUi.eER l'OR MAIL TO BE FOIW,IAR.lEDTO YOU ANONYMOUSLY? _ _ (Add 12.00)

FIRST LINE PRINTED IN BOU> LETTERS (UnlNI 0llaliz9 Spedlied)

DEADUNE: Third Monday of each monlh.
COST:
$1.00lline for peraonal ad
$2.00/line for buainell ad

•(If you derlw
0

,..._.,_from....,_ ID ad}

...,_~ltlcul~-AdSaepe,aonand
NCII• • ftN c:lualtled ad wl1h clepay ad.

I

AJ c:laalled adl nut be IJNllllld p,lar ID pmlicallon. OUR PAPER accep!a oo llabllly for-, - , to, b ldu,. to print an ad or
IDr l l f ' / - ~ . , . i l l w - a f llwadverlllmaw. OUR PAPER,.,._ lherlghllD ldlor nijec:lany ad. M a l ~
bm ID OUR PAl'Elt Clalllld M ~ PO Bar 10744, Po111and, Maine 04104.
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More Classifietfs -29 - RESTAURANTS/FOOD
t,:.:
BREAD & ROSES BAKERY, INC., 28 A Main
Stre_et, Ogunquit (dOW!l the driveway behind the .
candy, shop) (207) ~ 5:4227.' SpecializingJ ".l ·
qua_lity baked goods; birthday cakes, fine p;!strie~. European tortes, and fresh brewed coffee.
Specialty breads bak~ daily. Opel) 7 AM in the
summer daily, closed J~nuary & f ebruary.
.,_ ··~)"(\it

, ..

CAFE ALWAYS-Open.six nights'a week. Hours:
5-closing. Reservations ·accepted. 47 Middle
Street, Portland, ME (207) 774-9399.
WOODFORDS CAFE, 129 Spring Street, Portland, Maine 041901 . (207) 772-1374. ·
THE SQUARE CAFE in the lobby of Railroad
Square Cinema. Next to Burger King , 13 Railroad Square, Waterville. 873-5900. Tues-Sun,
11 am - 10 pm.
;..-I~::·

A-1 DINER, 3 Bridge Street, Gardiner: (207)5614604.
WALTER'S 15 Exchange St. in the Old Port.
871 -WALT.

30-HOTELSllNNS/ VACATION
_RENTALS
BREWSTER INN OF DEXTER MAINE, 37 Zions
Hill, Dexter, Maine 04930. (207) 924-3130. Bed ·
and Breakfast.
·
MERMAID INN FT~ ~LAUDERDALE BEACH
Guest rooms, efficiencies, suites, heated pooi,
cable t.v. 725 N. Birch Rd., Ft. Lauderdale, FL
33304. 1-800-749-DYKE, i'<;.,.W ,fl]e') \!~lco!"~:
(PA10)
-- . .
- ...
INN EXILE, PALM SPRINGS, CA Private resort, '
clothing optional, men! Brochure and reservations, call 800-962-0186.
HIGHLANDS INN-GAY COUNTRY INN. Charm_ing 19 room Inn on 100 scenic mountain acres.
Heated pool, hot tub, hiking/skiing trails, yummy
breakfasts, peace, and privacy. Box 118 OP,
Bethlehem, NH 03574. (603) 869-3978. Grace
and Judi, Innkeepers. (PA11)
FIVE ISLANDS Panoramic ocean view on
Sheepscot Bay. 3br, ~ bath, central heat, woodstove, screen porch, access to beach, sleeps 8.
$500/wk. Tel. 443-5234. (PA 11)

31-TRAVEL
MAX TRAVEL One Wakefield Street (corner of .
472 Main Street), Lewiston, ME 04240. (207) 7837399, Toll Free in Maine 800-287-0004. Monday-Friday !:!-5, evenings and Saturdays by
appointment. Specialists in discount vacations,
airline tickets, low international airfares, ho.tels
and guest houses, car rental, and cruises. Maine's
only agency representing RSVP c ·ruises ,
Womantrek, and Mantours. Ask for John.

32 - BOOKS/CARDS
GLAD DAY BOOKSHOP. Lesbian and Gay .
literature, 673 Boylston StrC;) et, Boston, MA 02116
(617) 267-3010. Across from the Boston Publ.ic
Library, 2nd floor. Hours: Mon.-Sat. 9:30 AM 11 :00 PM. Sundays: Noon - 9 PM.
•j

' ··"'

~

-, :

'

·.

NEW WORDS, a woman's bookstore, 186
H,ameshire Str1:et~:yambridge_. MA 02J,3~;-{?,1.7)
876-5310. Open 10-!, Tuesday, Wednesday"7
Friday and Satµrday." 10-9 Thursday, and'•fa-s •
on Sunday . .Large"seleciicins of books, journ~ls,
cards, CS's Community Board b(llletin boards.
newsletter available on request. Mail order
ices. All welcome to browse.

serv- .

BEGINNINGS "ETC. - A specialty Bookstore:
Self-Help, Recovery, Health books, cards, tapes, :
gifts for and about you. Program lite(ature on all
issues by order. Special orders prepaid. Open
Mond<1Y thru Friday, 10 AM-6 PM. Saturday, 10
AM-5 PM. Safeatmosphere. Stop by; the kettle
is on. 47 Maine Street, Brunswick, Maine 04011.
NEW LEAF BOOKS - Specializing in books by• .
and about women, alternative health care and
spirituality. See our selection of gay and lesbian
fiction and non-fiction . Open Monday-Satl:irday
1o· -am - 5 pm. 438 Main St., Rockland, ME
04841 . (207) 596-0040.
THE CENTRE BOOKSTORE AND LEARNING
CENTRE - Specializing in metaphysics, parapsychology, self-help, ESP, spiritual awareness,
healing, meditation, new age music and literature. Open Tuesday - Sunday 9 am - 6 pm. Elm
St., Damariscotta. 563-2123.
DROP ME A LINE . NEW SUMMER HOURS
144 High St., Portland. 773-5547. This summer
on the weekends you can gci to the beach + still
shop at Drop Me A Line. Saturday+ Sunday we'll
be open 3-7 pm from Memorial Day Weekend
until October 1st. Ourweekday hours will remain
the same: M-F 11-6. Hey, maybe we'll see you at .
the beach - have fun! Jim, Roger, + Sade Dog.

34"• NEWS' AND
INFORMATION .

·;:

GAIA'S GUIDE - 1990-91 is in the 15th edition of
the international guide book for traveling Lesbians. Covering:AII U.S.A/Canada, Europe, United
Kingdom , Ireland, Australia, New Zealand,· Israel, Japan and Mexico. Some on India, Latin
America and Brazil. Mail order: $15.00 from
Giovanni's Room, 345 South 12th St. , Philadelphia, PA 19107. By phone with credit card:.(215)
923-2960 or toll-free 1-800-222-6996. Also on
sale at local bookstores at the store price of
$11 .95.
/

CELEBRATE OUR CULTURE! Shop the lesbian/gay marketplace. For a free catalog, write
"Q", 3624NEAinsworthSt., Portland, OR97211.
THE NATIONAL AIDS INFORMATION CLEARINGHOUSE 1-800-458-5231 . A centralized resourc,e for information on HIV/AIDS programs,
services and materials. A service of the U.S.
Department of Health and Human Services Public
Health Service and Centers for Disease Control.

35 - CLOTHING
CHILDREN'S ORCHARD A children's resale
boutique - nearly new clothing at old-fashioned
prices. 220 Mall Plaza, S. Portland (By Ames &
Bookland). 772-7333 or 1-800-564-7333.
ETC. AND. ACCESSORIES, INC. Gay-positive
I-shirts and other items of interest. 154 Water St.,
Hallowell., 622-2611.
·

THELMA AND LOUISE
JUNGLE FEVER
GODDESS REMEMBERED/THE
BURNING YEARS
STRANGERS IN GOOD COMPANY
BRITISH ANIMATION INVASION '
TATIE DANIELLE
EVERYBODY'S FINE
SPART ACU S

_.

.3..;-

Aug. 23 - Sept. 5
Aug. 30 - Sept 12
Sept 6 - 12
Sept. 13 - 19
Sept. 20 - 26
Sept. 24 - 26
Sept. 27 - 30
Oct 1 - 3

DRILR.,.OA.[).SQUAJtE (:IN EM.\

36 - HAIR STYLISTS

\Y.O~~'t.i'.

CARL.'$ .PLACE HAIR STYLES°FOfl
AND MEN, 69 Arsenal Street, Augµsta, Maine ~04330. (207) 623-513, . Monday°thru Friday 9-5.
Evenings by appointment.

.

";

.:.. .

,SALON 316 The Progressivell,316A Congress
St. , Portland. 772-1212..
DEJAVU HAl~ · STUDIO 6io Congress St.,
Portland. 772-4~52,

38 - REAL ESTATE
MAINE HOME SEARCH INC., Gloria S. Krellman, Buying? Selling? Dreaming? Person to
person real estate visits to your home anywhere
in Maine to discuss your real estate needs. (207)
442-7061.
THE PORTLAND MAIIIAGEMENT COMPANY
Apartment rentais. Thompson Point, PO Box
1074-1, Portland, ME 04104. ·(207) 774-6363.

40 - MASSAGE/BODYWORK
THERAPEUTIC MASSAGE by Cheryl. American Massage Therapy Association certified.
Increase relaxation and reduce stress. For appointment call (207) 78~-8539.
,..-:THERAPEUTIC MASSAGE Make healing a
regular part 'of your life. Nurture yourself with
Aromatherapy and massage. By appointment
only. Christian Jamison, GMT (207)775-0232.
THERAPEUTIC MASSAGE Relax tired, aching,
stiff muscles while improving circulation and
soothing tension. Sliding scaie fee. Call Pamela ~
Richards, A.B.M.P. certified. (207)775-6636.
(PA10)

,' -~
.:· . - .;;

.

~

"A COMMON BOND" (Gay and Lesbian [ex-]
Jehovas' Witnesses), P.O. Box 405, Ellwood
City, PA 161 1-?-0405. ·(41-2) ;7~-0704. Mutual ,
support group formed for gay and lesbian
Jehova's Witness11s who hav:e been excommunicated because of their sexuality.
LESBIAN COUNSELING GROUP - On-going
weekly counseling group for women who wish to
explore themselves more fully. Group meets
Tues~ays at 5:3Q p.m. at 232 St. John Street,
Portland. Cost is $70/month. The group will be
co-led by Lisa Bussey, M.A., CEDT and Rachel
Sager, M.A. RSAC. For more information please
call 775-7927 and leave m~S$age. Confidential,jty respected.
·
·
·
BELLVILLE COUNSELING ASSOCIATES OF
MAINE announcing groups with openings for
gay men dealing with co-dependency, ACOA,
sexual abuse and addiction issues; men and
women dealing with sex and love addiction issues. 8 Stanwood Street, P.O. aox 186, Brunswick, Maine 04011-0186. (207) 729-8727.
RELATIONSHIPS: MAKING THE COMMITMENT WORK is the theme of a new lesbian
couples counseling group starting Wed. evenings in Brunswick. $30 per couple weekly. Call
Rachel Sager, M.A. 725-8705. (PA9)
PARENTS AND FRIENDS OF LESBIANS AND
GAYS (PFLAG) P.O. Box 2080, Great Island,
Brunswick, ME 04011 . (207)725-4769, (207)7290519/623-2349.
LESBIAN CODEPENDENCY GROUP now
accepting new members. Cohtact: Lucy C.
Chudzik, LSAC, lntown Counseling Center', 477
Congress St. , Suite 410, Portland, ME 04101.
(207) 761-9096.

DR. KAREN DANKO, Holistic Chiropractor and
Naturopath. Acute, chronic, and wellness care.
Adult and children. 475 Stephens Street, Portland, Maine .04103. (207) 775-_
6598 . .

WOMEN SURVIVORS DISCUSSION GROUP
An on-going, open and facilitated weekly women
survivors discussion group for adult" women
survivors of childhood sexual abuse/incest is• '
now forming at WOMENSPACE COUNSELING
CENTER in Portland. Suggested sliding scale
fee is $7 - $10 per group meeting. For more
information call Vivian Wadas, M.A. at871-0377.

POLARITY THERAPY, Willow Femmechild, R.N.
Bodywork to balance life energies for healing
and well-being. Portland, Maine (207) 874-2932.

WOMEN'S GROUP on sex and relationship _
codependency. Led by Keziah Hinchen M.A.,
L.S.A.C. in Portland. 871-8117 or 443-4533.

PHYSICAL THERAPY FOR WOMEN WITH
CHRONIC PAIN AND/OR HISTQRIES OF
ABUSE Using the techniques of Myofascial
Release, a mild and gentle form of stretching that
has a profound effect on the body tissues. A total
body approach which is hands-on work geared to
each women's- needs and goals. Treatments
offered at Mt. Vernon location or on home-visit
basis. Sliding fee scale; insurance reimbursable.
Barbara Bostad, R.P.T., Mt. Vernon, ME. For
more information: 293-9288.

LESBIAN GROUP on codependency. Led by
Keziah Hinchen M.A., L.S.A.C. in . Bath. 8718117 or 443-4533.

42 - SUPPORT GROUPS

GAY MEN'S SUPPORT GROUPS -..!'Towards
a More Positive Gay Identity" exploring issues
of coming out, self-worth, relationships, etc.
Groups meet Mondays, 10:30 to 12:00 a.m. or
5:30 to 7:00 p.m. Tuesdays, Wednesdays, or
Thursdays. For information call 772- 1037.

BEREAVEMENT COUNSELING Mixed group
therapy for healing loss and transition. Contact
Watson Counseling at 775-0366 for more information.
PWA COALITION OF MAINE 337 Cumberland
Ave., Portland. 773'. asoo.
RUMFORD/MEXICO AREA AIDS SUPPORT GROUP c/o Community Aids Awareness Program, (207)369-02,59. Group meets Monday
evenings at the Mexico Congregational Church
(the "Green Church") from 7:00 PM to 8:30 PM.
EMERGENCE INTERNATIONAL Christian
Scientists supporting lesbians and gay men. PO
Box 581, Kentfield , CA 94914, or call (415) 4851881 .

continued on page 17

IUGIDAND TRAINING AND INSPEcnON
MEADER'S ELECTRIC AND REFRIGERATION
P.O. BOX412
TOPSHAM, MAINE 04086-0412
1 800-734-4447

ROBERT MEADER, ELECTRICAL INSPECTOR
LICENSED MASTER ELECTRICIAN (ME 04744)

Wat e r vill e ~ Z J J T ] J j [ ~ . . . . 873~6526
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frcberick 8. W~l(. M. Div.. S.T.D.
P.utor~l Cow,wel~r
Co"5i°cH Stttn
Suite ~J
Portbt1t>. '~it1e

The AIDS Line
1-800-851-AIDS or 775-1267

1+11

~''°''

Keziah Hinchen, MA, LSAC

Questions or concerns about HIV/AIDS'? Call
the AIDS Line, operating Monday through
Saturday 9 - 5, Monday and Wednesday evenings
until 7:30 PM. Always strictl!y confidential.

(l'-'7) 172-11"'7

Addictions Co~mseling
Sexual Addition
Codependency
Sexual Abuse
Bath
443-4533

Portland
871-8117

,
775-6598

Families
BRUCE W. KENNEY, D.O.

roOct

VICTORIA ZAVASNIK, Ph.D.
Licensed Substance Abuse Counselor

aICohol
ab Use

Back Cove Counseling Center
. 527 Ocean Avenue
Portland. Maine 04103

Sexu~lity

207- 775-1849

Board Certified General Practice
Preventive Medicine
Obstetrics

142 High Street. Suite 318
Portland, ME 04101

Paulette M. Bonneau LCSW
Licensed Clinical Social Worker
Recovery Issues
Women 's Issues
Sexual Abuse
Treatment

lndivipual, Couple
Group, Family
Psychotherapy

Lisa S. Bussey, M.A., C.E.D.T.
Couple Counseling
Individual and Group·Therapy

97 India Str,eet
Portland , Maine 04101

(217) 775-7927

(207) 363-5052

207-774-5800

Peggy o•connor, MA
Kim Thompson, .M.S.

2.12 SI. J.,hn Strt,.'I. Suj1£ 2211. Pottland. ME 04102

Feminist Counselors
Sliding Scale
Available

York Harbor. Me

lnterve11tio11 Services
Pa11/ette Massari, M.S. W.,

A.e.s. W.

LICENSED CLINICAL SOCIAL WORKER
LICENSED SUBSTANCE ABUSE COUNSELOR

74 STATE ROAD #201
PEPPERRELL GREEN
KITTERY, MAINE 03904

_+-t-womenshace

tr•'24 HOURS
(207) 439-~540

"

Bodywork to balance life energies
· tor healin_g & we#-t::,eing

Joanne H. Clarey, Ed.D.
Vivian Wadas, MA
(207) 871-0377

Willow Femmechild, R.N.

INTOWN COUNSELING CENTER

Portland, Maine
(201) 874-2932

Treatment for:
Addictions, ACOA Issues and Co-dependency
Individuals, Groups and Couples

~

COUNSELING CENTER

757 Congress Street• Portland. Maine 04102

,

Lucy C. Chudzik

.....

207-761-9096

~BELLVILLE

Licensed Substance Abuse Counselor

477 Congress Street• Portland, ME 04101

COUNSELING

· AS SOC I AT ES
OF MAINE

With pride in yourselt
you can appreciate the
differeuces inothers.

We are a group of therapists who specialize in individual therapy,
couples counseling, addictions, co-dependency, ACOA and
alcohol-related issues.

Norma Kraus Eule, MSW, LCSW

You are a lesbian or a gay man who wants to work on emotional,
sexual or relationship issues in a safe environment.

Licensed Clinical Social Worker

PSYC ..OTHERAPY
Individual & Group

Call us. We are here to help. Insurance
reimbursable by most companies.
F.or further information: (207) 729-8727

10 Minot Avenue
Auburn, Maine 04210

784-8747

8 Sranwood SITeer, P.O. Box 186. Drunswick. ME 04011-0186 (207) 729-8727

\.
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'Even %ore Cfassijieas -THE NAMES PROJECT PO Box 4319! Po'1land. 774-2198.

DIGNITY/MAINE An organization of Gay and
Lesbian Catholics which meets in Portland and
Bangor. Dignity/Maine, PO Box 8113, Portland,
ME 04401. Dignity/Bangor, PO Box 2157, Bangor, ME 04401 .

44 - CLUBS/BARS
SPORTMAN'S ATHLETIC CLUB, 2 Bates
Street, Lewiston, Maine 04240. Second Floor
Balcony Bar and Dance Floor (207) 2251 .
PAPA JOE'S, 80 Water Street, Augusta, Maine,
Tuesday-Saturday, 7-1 (207) 623-4041.
THE LIMELIGHT, 3 Spring Street, Portland . .
(207) 773-3315.

BLACKSTONE'S, 6 Pine Street, Portland. (207)
772-9244.
CHIP & DALE'S, Pine Tree Square Mall, Maine
Street, Waterville (207) 873-561 o. Open Wednesday, Thursday, and Sunday from 8-12; Friday
and Saturday 8-1 (formerly the Uptown Lounge).
THE ALTERNATIVE, 1425 Lisbon Street, Lewiston. (207) 782-4242.
THE RIVERFRONT, 193 Broad Street, Bangor,
Maine 04401 . (207) 947-1213. WednesdaySunday 7:00 p.m,:__1.:00 a.m.
THE · UNICORN, 57 Center Street, Portland.
· (207) 879-0645.

MILES D. FRIEDEN, LEGAL COUNSEL Law
for people. PO Box 331 Mt. Ephraim Rd., Searsport, ME 04974. (207) 548-6689.

50 - TYPESETTING/PRINTING
BRIARWYNDE Your environmental partner specializing in typesetting and printing on recycled paper and soy-based ink. 101 Congress
St., Portland. (207) 773-8251 .

BRUCE KENNEY D.O.-CERTIFIED FAMILY
PRACTICE Comprehensive care for individuals
and families. 97 India St., Portland, ME 04101 .
774-5800.

JUDITH LIPPA, M.S.W. Licensed Clini~I Social
Worker, for Counseling and Psychotherapy.
Individuals, couples, families, groups. 142 High
Street, Suite 423, Portland, Maine 04101 (207)
773-1235.

66 - COUNSELING

"COUNTRYSIDE COUNSELING SERVICE."
Personalized counseling by a licensed clinical
social worker. Individuals, couples, and groups.
Insurance reimbursable. Evening and weekend
appointments. Fairfield, Maine. (207) 453-4403.

PAULETTE MASSARI, MSW ACSW. Specializing in Adult Children of Alcoholics issues. Training, consu_
ltation, employee assistance. Office
hours by appointment. Alcohol and drug abuse
prevention services. 7 Red Coat Lane, Sanford,
Maine. (207) 490-1295, and the Kittery .Business
Center, Route 236, Kittery Maine (207) 439~4395540.

51 - MARKETING/MEDIA
CREATIVE CONCEPTS - MARKETING AND
MEDIA CONSULTATION Helping your business improve with the right ideas. Call 603-356DOIT.

PATRICIA SMITH, RN, C. Psychiatric Counselor. Individuals, couples, groups, cancercqunseling. Relaxation and imagery - Writing as a
healing journey. The Center for Health and
Healing: a holistic group of independent practitioners. 17 Masonic St., Rockland, ME 04841 .
(207) 5~4-0752.

KAREN J. LUDWIG, M.Div. Feminist Pastoral
Counseling and .Therapy, 39 Baribeau Drive,
Brunswick, Maine (207) 721-0115.

52 - PHOTOGRAPHY ·

WOMENSPACE COUNSELING CENTER Vivian Wadas, M.A. 757 Congress St. , Portland.
871-0377.

USA S. BUSSEY MA, C.E.D.T., Couple
counseling, individual and group tti'erapy, ~2
St. John Street, Suite 220, Portland, ME,

PHOTOGRAPHER : CELEBRATIONS OF
PEOPLE, partners, couples, families, friends,
children. Portraits to describe your life. Studio or
location. Charles B. Melche.r, (207)775-6301 .(PA 12)

NORMA KRAUS EULE, MSW, LCSW Licensed
Clinical Social Worker. Psychotherapy for individuals and groups. 1O Minot Ave., Auburn , ME
04210. 784-8747.

04102 207-775~7927.

· =-- ..

55 - NEW AGE/SPIRITUALITY

VICTORIA ZAVASNIK, Ph.D. Licensed Substance Abuse Counselor. Back Cove Counseling Center., 527 Ocean Avenue, Portland, Maine
04103. (207) 775-6598.

INTOWN COUNSELING CENTER Treatment
for: Addictions , ACOA Issues and Co-dependency- Individuals, groups and couples. Lucy C.
Chudzik, Licensed Substance Abuse Counselor.
477 Congress St., Portland. (207) 761 -9096.

THE FEMINIST HEALTH CENTER provides
counseling and information for individuals interested in HIV antibody testing. Services are provided on a walk-in basis Monday nights 5-6:30,
or by appointment on Tuesday afternoons. Peer
counselors are available. Counseling and testing
services are client-centered and ANONYMOUS_.
$20 fee . 559 Portsmouth Avenue, Greenland,
New Hampshire (603) 436-7588.

TAROT CARD READINGS BY ELAINE Bring
this ad and receive $5.00 off any reading. Bring
five friends and receive an additional $5.00 off.
Advises wisely on all problems of life. Group
discounts. Let the stars guide you through. 34
Center St., Auburn, ME. (207) 783-2723.

KAREN MOLVIG, Psy.D. AND CECILIA LE·
LAND, L.C.S.W. Psychotherapy for individuals
and groups. 103 Brunswick Avenue-, Gardiner,
ME 04345. 582-1559.

I THE CHART ROOM SALOON, 11 7 Spring -

· - ENCHANTMENTS the shop that's gone beyond
. d).,"Vh~L Y\'~zard~ dream _with four full rooms of
~
- -- - • - - .. -Rainbows andMagic!! 16 McKown St. , Boothbay
, THE NEW FRONT,RUNNER, Manchester Civic
Harbor, ME 04538. (207) 633-4992.
"" Club, 490 Chestnut Street, Manchester, NH (603)
- 623-6477.

~ Street, Portland. (207) 774-9262 . •,_._ ,

1

,;u<--

.

. 47 - ELECTRIC/REFRIGERATION.._. .... -, •-.::>;;

.

ROBERT MEADER - COMMERCIAL AND
RESIDENTIAL Refrigeration, electrical inspecting and instruction, Boothbay to Ogunquit north
to Rangeley, 1-800-734-444 7.

48-_CPA
R9BER"F-LIGtffFOOT, CPA, (207) 797-0466.
/
- .(

.. ·t-

i
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49 - ATTORNEYS/LAW

AT

C. DAVID KEITH, ATTORNEY
LAW Real
estate law, title work, trusts/estates/wills. 857
Washington Street, Bath, ME 04530. (207)_4427716.

-

60 - MEDICAL RESOURCES
WPMEN'S CHOICE health and family planning
-resources for women. 500 Forest Ave., Portland.
(207) 874-1099.

HIV ANTIBODY COUNSELING AND TEST•
ING. Voluntary-Anonymous-Lowc& t. The AIDS
· -- Project offers trained counselors to-answer your . ___ _
questions and address concerns about possible · ·- ·
·I nfection with Human Immunodeficiency Virus
(HIV). To schedule a counseling session call
(207) 774-6877 daily from 9:00 a.m. to noon and
1:00 p.m. to 5:00 p.m.; Monday and Wednesday
evenings between 6:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m. NOTE:
Counseling and testing is done by appointment
only.

AVENA BOTANICALS, P.O. Box 365 1 West
Rockport, ME 04864. (207) 594-0694. Send $1 .00
for c;atalog . Wildcrafted and· organically grown
•herbal'remedies. Herb walks , slide shows, workshops and Flower Essence Consultations. Deb
Soule, Herbalist.

,JACOB WATSON, M.A. HUMANISTIC PSY_CHOTHERAPY. Individual, Couple, Family,
Group, Workshops. 41 Glenwood Ave., Portland, ME 04103. 870-8656.

FAMILY PRACTICE-GWENDOLYN L. O'GUIN,
D.O. Adult/Pediatric Medicine - Office Gynecol- .
ogy - Manipulation - Preventative Medicine. 22 St·
John St., Suite #322, Portland. 871 -1300.

DOUG KIMMEL, Ph.D., licensed psychologist.
t..esbiar:i and gay male affirmative therapy. Hours
by appoiritnient, (207) 422-3686. Offices in
Hancock and Ellsworth. Telephone counselfng ·
possible. Medicaid and most insurance accepted.

BEECH HILL HOSPITAL· HELP FOR CHE.Ml·
CAL DEPENDENCY For more information call: _
1-800-THE-HILL.

FREDERICK B. WOLF, M.Div., S.T.D. Pastoral
counseling, 477 Congress Street, Suite 1003,
Portland, Maine 04101 . (207) 772-:1307.

HUMAN DEVELOPMENT CONSULTANTS
Individual, group, couples and family counseling. Organizational consultation·. Diane Lemay,
Ed.D. arid Bette Katsekas , Ed.D. Four Milk St. , •
Portland. (267) 77:t::o664". · · ;

'L

FEMINIST COUNSELORS Peggy O'Connor,

M.A. and Kim Thompson, M.S. York Harbor, ME.
(207) 363-5052.
I

KEZIAH HINCHEN M.A., L.S.A.C. Sex and relationship dependency groups for le_
sbians, men,
women (Portland). Lesbian co-dependency group
(Bath). Individual and couples workaround sexual
abus~.- eating· disorders,' alcoholism_and co- dependency. 871-8117 or 443:4533_

National Coming Out Day ·october 11,
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Meetings -NOTE TO OUR PAPER READERS: H lnfonna-'
tion on this page is Incorrect please call or
write us so we can correct it for next month.
SUNDAYS
OUR PAPER organizational meeting on the
~rst Sunday of every month at 6:30 PM at 9
Deering St, Portland. (Enter rear door) New
volunteers welcome.
BATES GAY/LESBIAN/BISEXUAUSTRAIGHT
AWANCE' for discussion, support, and
planning, meets every Sunday, 8:30 PM In
Hirasawa Lounge, Chase Hall, Bates College,
Lewiston.

MAINE LESBIAN/GAY POLITICAL ALLIANCE
meets the third Sunday of every month at All
Souls Church, 11 King St., Augusta, from 2 to

Street, Augusta, Maine. For more information
call (207) 623-2349.

For more information
call
Volunteers at (207) n4-HELP.

Ingraham

collect at (207) n4-3613for more information
and to set up an interv~.

BUILDING A MORE POSITIVE GAY IDENTITY,
a support group for gay men, dealing with
issues of coming out as an ongoing process,
seH esteem, social pressures, relationships
and personal growth. Monday mornings from
10:30 AM-NOON, or Tuesday evenings from
5:30 -7:00 PM in Portland. To apply, phone
(207) n2-1ao1.

GREATER PORTLAND NOW meets the fourth
Tuesday of the month from 7:30 -9:00 PM at
the YWCA, 87 Spring Street, Portland, Maine.
For more information call Jennifer
Halrn-Perzoneat (207) 871 _-0618orwrite P.O.
Box 4012, Portland, Maine 04101.

SEACOAST LESBIAN SUPPORT GROUP
meets at 7:00 PM at A Safe Place in
Portsmouth, NH. A Lesbian support group to
develop an avenue of sharing and caring
among lesbians in the Seacoast area, as well
as socializing. Each weekly meeting focuses
on a topic relevant to the Lesbian community.

THE BRIDGE AT COLBY, Colby College,
Waterville, Maine, 04901 . Connecting Lesbian,
Gay, Bisexual, and Straight communities.
Meetings held every other Monday night at
7:30 PM in the Bridge Room. 24. hour
information Phoneline (207) 873-3536. For
more information write or contact Mark at
(207) 8n-7089, or leave a message on the
phoneline.

5PM.
NORTHERN LAMBDA NORD meets the last
Sunday of the month. Business meeting Is at
1:00 PM followed by potluck. Call (207)
498-2088for information. Caribou area.
TRANSUPPORT peer support group for
Transsexuals, cross-dressers, and their
families and friends who desire a better
· understanding of gender related issues.
M~ts bi-monthly at 6:00 PM. Write to P.O.
Box 17622, Portland, Maine 04011-0000for
more information and meeting locations.
GAY/LESBIAN COMMUNITY NETWORK
meem the second Sunday of the month for a
Lesbian .Potluck Brunch from 11:30 AM to
2:30 PM at the Peace and Justice Center, 9
Central Street, Room 302, Bangor. Call (207)
862-5907or (207) 866-7958for information.
DIGNITY/ BAN G OR (LESBIAN/ GAY
CATHOLICS AND FRIENDS) meets second
and fourth Sundays of each month at the
Chapel, Ruth Hutchins Center, Bangor
Theological Seminary, 300 Union Street,
Bangqr. Doors open at 6:00 PM, worship at
6:15 PM followed by a business social.
DIGNITY/MAINE (LESBIAN/GAY CATHOLICS
AND FRIENDS) meets every Sunday at the
First Parish Church, 425 Congress Street,
Portland. Doors open at 5:30 PM, worship at
6:00 PM followed by a social. Please use rear

DOWNEAST INTEGRITY CHAPTERINFORMATION, meets the second Monday of
the month at 7:00 PM at St. · Saviour's
Episcopal Church, Bar Harbor. Eucharist, pot
luck supper and discussion. All are welcome.
For further information write the Rev. Fr.
Edwin A. Garrett, Ill, Hon. Asst., St. Saviour's
Episcopal Church, P.O. Box 355 (or c/o St.
Saviour's Church) Bar Harbor, ME 04609, or
phone 207-288-5362.
AIDSSUPPORTGROUPmeets in Skowhegan
at the Key Bank on Madison Ave. ,on the.
second Monday of every month.
DOWN EAST AIDS NETWORK support group
in Ellsworth meets Mondays at 7:00 PM. Led
by Clinical Social Worker Carole Pascal, the
group is open to all people affected by AIDS.
Call (207) 326-8580for location.
RUMFORD/MEXICO AREA AIDS SUPPORT
GROUP, meets every Monday evening from
7:00 PM - 8:30 PM at the Mexico
Congregational Church (the "Green Church").
Ron Ashworth, Facilitator.
For more
information, call (207) 369-0259.

GRIEVING SUPPORT GROUP, for bereaved
persons healing from the death of a loved
one, meets in Portland on Tuesday Evenings
from 7:00 PM -8:30 PM. Call Kristine Watson,
M.A., at (207) n5-0366. DONATIONS.
GAY IN SOBRIETY (AA) meets weekly on
Tuesday from 6:00 - 7:00 PM, beginners
mee,ting. Also meets from 7:30 -8:30 PM on
Tue:lday, Speaker/Discussion meeting. Both
rnee,tlng at the Williston West Church, 32
Thomas Street, Portland.

LESBIAN ACOA (ADULT CHILDREN OF
ALCOHOLICS) SUPPORT GROUP meets

weekly on Tuesday from 7:00 -8:30 ·PM at the
Unitarian Universalist Church, 2nd floor
Annex, 15 Pleasant Street, Brunswick, Maine.
Non-smoking meeting. All women welcome.
GAY AND ALONE? Area lesbians group meets
second Tuesday of each month for social and
recreational activities. Quarterly newsletter.
Write R.A.G., P.O. Box 3293, N. Conway, NH
038160,

. WEIDNESDAYS
LIFESTYLES ALLIANCE CLUB meets weekly
on Wednesdays from 12:00 -1 :oo PM on the
NE Campus. Location can be obtained by
calling 283-0171 and asking for the Student
Affairs Office.
COLBY COLLEGE BISEXUAULESBIAN/GAY
COMMUNITY meets weekly on Wednesdays
at 7:30 PM at Mary Low Coffeehouse, Colby
Colllege, Waterville, Maine.

BELFAST AREA AIDS SUPPORT GROUP for
PWA's, HIV positive, family, friends and care
givers meets on Mondays. For more
information-, call the Waldo County AIDS
Coalition at (207) 338-1427or Alan at
(207) 548-2929.

GAY/LESBIAN COMMUNITY NETWORK
~ats at 7:30 PM on the 2nd, 3rd, and 4th
Wednesdays of the month at the Peace and
Justice ,Center, 9 Central Street, Room 203,
Bangor. Call (207) 827-3107 for more
information.

ADULT CHILDREN OF ALCOHOLICS (ACOA)
meets for open discussion with a focus on
Gay/Lesbian issues from 7:00 - 8:30 PM on
Mondays at YWCA, 87 Spring Street,
Portland.
TUESDAYS

AUGUSTA AREA HIV+ SUPPORT GROUP
meets at the offices of Dr. Karen
Ka11ustian of the Gardiner Family Physician,
1s:.i Dresden Ave., Gardiner. Meetings are
held on the 2nd and 4th Wednesdays from
6:310 to 8:00 PM. For more information call
Cecilia Leland at (207) 371-2147 or Steve
Fleming at (207) 7n-1701.

MID-COAST PARENTS AND FRIENDS OF
LESBIANS AND GAYS (P-FLAG) meets the
fourth Tuesday of the month at 7:30 PM, First
Parish Pilgrim House, 9 Cleveland Street,
Brunswick, ME. Call Sally or Gene at (207)
729-0S19or Effie at 623-2349.

GAYS AND LESBIANS UNITED meets the last
Wednesday of each month at the Sanford
Unitarian Church on the corner of Lebanon
Street (Route ·202) and Main Street (Route
109) in Sanford, Maine. All welcome. Call
(207) 439-5540for details.

e.ntrance. .
LESBIAN ACOA (ADULT CHILDREN OF
ALCOHOLICS) meets weekly from 7:00 -8:00
PM at YWCA, 87 Spring Street, Portland,
Maine. All women welcome.
GAY IN SOBRIEW (AAj meets on Sundays
from 6:30 to e:oo PM at the Williston West
Church, 32 Thomas Street, Portland.
Speakers meeting, Non-smoking.
LESBIANPOTLUCKBRUNCHESheld monthly
in the Bangor area. For more information call
862-5907.

,

MONDAYS
GAY, LESBIAN, BISEXUAL STUDENTS AND
COMMUNITYMEMBERSATTHE UNIVERSITY
OF MAINE AT FARMINGTON meet weekly on
Mondays for discussions and socializing: The
group warmly welcomes new people. For
more Information write to Irene Finch, UMF
Center for Human development, 7 South
Street, Farmington, Maine 04938-0000or call
207-n8-3501,Ext 205.
ACT-UPMAINE meets weekly at 7 PM at the
People's Building, 155 Brackett St., Portland.
For more Information call (207) n4-7224.
SEACOAST GAY MEN meets most Mondays
at 7 PM at the Unitarian Universalist Church,
292 State St, Portsmouth, N.H. Call Al at
(603) 898-1115.

OUR PAPER office is open to the public every
Tuesday from 7:30 -9:00 PM. New volunteers
are always welcome. WE NEED HELPI Stop
by at our office at 9 Deering .Street in
Portland. Call (207) 761-0733 for more
information.

COLLEGE GAY MEN'S AND LESBIAN
WC>MYN'S RAP GROUP meets weekly on
We1dnesday at 92 Bedford Street, Portland
(USM Campus) from 7:00 - 9:00 PM .
Bisexuals welcome. Call (207) 874-6796 for
mo,re information.

LESBIAN AND GAY FREEDOM TRAIL BAND
meets· every Tuesday at 7:15 PM . at. the
YWCA, 7th floor, 120 Clarendon Street,
Boston. Contact Kathy at (617) 424-7025,
Gary at (617) 267-6186, or Zoe at (508)
264-9085for more information.

GAY AND LESBIAN ACOA meets Wednesday
nights at 7:00 PM at the St. Matthews
Rectory, Union Street, Hallowell.

COLLEGE LESBIAN WOMYN'S RAP GROUP
meets weekly on Tuesdays from 6:30 - 8:00
PM, 92 Bedford Street, Portland (USM
Campus). Bisexuals welcome. Call (207)
874-6796for more information.

773-2294.

BOWDOIN COLLEGE B-GLAD, BISEXUAU
GAY/LESBIAN ALLIANCE FOR DIVERSITY
meets at 9:00 PM on Tuesday nights in
Hubbard Hall, Bowdoin College, Brunswick,
Maine. For more Information call Kristin at
(207) 725-3620.

PFLAG (PARENTS AND FRIENDS OF
LESBIANS . AND GAYS) meets the second
Monday of each month at 7:30 PM at the All
.Souls Church, Unitarian Unlversalist, 11 King

FAMILIESOF GAYS SUPPORT GROUP meets
second Tuesday of each month from 7:00 9:00 PM in Portland. Meetings are informal
and focus on family and relationship issues.

FEMINIST SPIRITUAL COMMUNITY meets
every Monday from 7:00 - -9:00 PM at the
Friends and Quakers Meeting House, Forest
Ave., Portland. For more information call (207)
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GAY AND LESBIANAL-ANONmeets Wednesday evenings from 7:00 - 8:00 PM at the
Williston West Church, 32 Thomas Street,
Portland.
THURSDAYS
OLIT AND ABOUT, A LESBIAN SOCIAL AND
. SUPPORT GROUP, meets every Thursday at
7 1PM In Portsmouth, N.H. New members
welcome. For more information P.O. Box 695,
Cape Neddick, ME 03902.
ADULT WOMEN SURVIVORS OF RAPE
SUPPORT GROUP is being offered by the
Rape Crisis Center in Portland. Group is free
and confidential and child care is provided.
Oc::t. 4 - Dec. 16, from 6:00 - 7:30 PM. Call

EASTERN MAINE AIDS NETWORK (EMAN)
meets every Thursday in Bangor. Call (207)
990-EMANor write to EMAN, P.O. Box 2038,
Bangor, Maine 04401-2038.
DOWN EAST AIDS NETWORK holds a healing
circle for all affected by AIDS. Second and
fourth Thursdays, from 7:00 - 8:30 PM. For
more information call (207) 326-8580. Blue
·Hill area.
WOMEN 'S SUPPORT GROUP FOR WOMEN
WITH AIDS, ARC OR WHO ARE HIV+ meets
weekly on Thursday at The AIDS Project from
10:30 AM-Noonat 22 Monument Square, 5th
Floor, Portland, Maine. For more information,
or if you are in need of day care, please call
Diane or Toby at n4-68n.
ADULT CHILDREN OF ALCOHOLICS(ACOA)
meets on Thursdays from 6:00 - 7:00 PM at
'the YWCA, 87 Spring Street, Portland.
LIVE AND LET LIVE GROUP (AA), Big
book/step meeting weekly on Thursdays from
8:00 -9:00 PM at the Williston West Church,
32 Thomas Street, Portland.
LESBIAN/GAY ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS

(AA) discussion group meets weekly on
Thursday at the Unitarian Universalist Church,
Main Street, Bangor. Meeting begins at 7:30

PM.
The MATLOVICH SOCIETY is an educational
and cultural organization of gays and lesbians .
committed to sharing our liistory as well as
providing person-affirming presentations and
discussions in a supportive social environment. Meets second and fourth Thursdays,
7:30 PM - 9:00 PM, second floor, People's
Building, 155 Brackett Street, Portland.

OUTRIDERS, Portland-area Gay and Lesbian
Bicycling Club meets every Thursday at 6 PM
(by 6:05 PM we're on the road!) at Back Cove
parking lot behind Forest Avenue Shop and
Save (corner of Preble St. Extension and
Baxter Boulevard; look for small groups of
cyclists). Rides average 15-20 miles,
moderate pace.
OUT FOR GOOD, a l&ibian discussion/
support group, will begin meeting September
5th at First Parish Church, 12 Beach Street;
Saco, Maine. The group will meet each
Thursday from 7:00 PM to 9:00 PM. This is a
OOfl-smoking, chemical free group meeting.
Topics are decided weekly by the group. A
weekly donation ($1 per person) is asked to
defray the cost of the room. For more
information call Bobbi after 5:30 PM at 2473461 or write to P.O. Box 153, East
Waterboro, ME 04030.
FRIDAYS
OUTRIGHT Portland Alliance of Lesbian and
Gay Youth (22 years of age and younger)
meets weekly on Fridays at 7:30 PM at Preble
Street Chapel, 331 Cumberland Ave. ,
Portland.
LIFESTYLES ALLIANCE CLUB meets weekly
on Fridays at NOON on the L!NE campus.
Location can be obtained by calling (207)
283-0171,ask for Barbara Hazard.
LESBIANS IN SOBRIETY (AA) open meeting
is held on Fridays from 7:00 -8:00 PM at the
Williston West Church, 32 Thomas Street,
Portland, Maine.
ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS (AA) meets
weekly on Fridays from 8:00 -9:30 PM -Gays
Together in Sobriety - Open Discussion Christ Episcopal Church, 80 Lafayette Road,
Portsmouth, N.H.
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.Les.Biqay ~twork,-THE AIDS PROJECT
22 Monument Square -5th floor
Portland, Maine 04101 - 0000
(207) 774-6877
ADULT CHILDREN _OF ALCOHOLICS (ACOA)
YWCA

87 Spring Street
Portland, Maine 04101-0000
Weekly open discussion with
Gay/Lesbian issues.

focus

For more information call Mark (207) 872-3683
or Al {207) 872-3000. The CCBLGC serves
members of the Colby and Waterville
communities as both a social and political
medium. . Promoting community awareness
and knowledge, the CCBLGC maintains safe
and . comfortable atmosphere for bisexuals,
lesb1~ns, and gays. Group meets. on Monday
evenings.

on

AIDS LINE

(207) 775-1267or
(800) 851-AIDS
Hours as follows:
Monday & Wednesday: 10:00 AM -5:00 PM
Tuesday: 9:00 AM -4:30 PM
Thursday: 10:00 AM -2:00 PM
Friday: 10:00 AM -4:30 PM

DIGNITY/MAINE

P.O. Box 8113
Portland, Maine 04104-8113
Organization of gay and lesbian Catholics and
their friends. Organized to reinforce our
self-acceptance and dignity as people of God,
to develop leadership, and to be an
instrument through which gay and lesbian
Catholics may be heard by the church and
society. Group meets on Monday evenings.

AIDS RESPONSE OF THE SEACOAST

DOWN EAST AIDS NETWORK (DEAN)

10 Vaughn Hall, Suite 3
Portsmouth, NH 03801
(603) 433-5377
A non-profit organization serving southern
Maine ari d the New Hampshire seacoast area,
we offer a variety of services to individuals
living with HIV, ARC, AIDS, and related
illnesses. Our services include but are not
limited to buddy programs, advocates,
volunteers, support groups, referrals,
community education, and limited financial
assistance.

P.O. Box 779
Blue Hill, Maine 04614-0000
(207) 326-8580
A community based grassroots organization.
We provide community education and support
services for those affected by AIDS. DEAN is
a gay positive organization support group for
HIV+, family, friends, and those at risk. Meets
Tuesdays. For more information call Tracy for
more information.

Jw.CHOFSHI -

C/0 Rev Fr. Edwin A. Garrett, Ill
St. Saviour's Episcopal Church
P.O. Box 355
Bar Harbor, Maine 04609
(207) 288-5362
.
Meets second Monday of the month at St.
Saviours Church. Please call for more
information.

Am Chofshi (Hebrew for "A Free People"),
Maine' s Jewish
Lesbian/ Gay/ Bisexual
chavurah, meets monthly to share Jewish
holidays and to build community. For more
information, call Bob (207) 871-1014.
ANDROSCOGGIN VALLEY AIDS COALITION
(AVAC)

P.O. Box 7977
Lewiston, Maine 04240-7977
(207) 795-4019
Non-profit organizati<;in with the following
goals: to provide community education about
AIDS/HIV; to coordinate and support
community-based services to people living
with AIDS/HIV, their families and significant
others; to assess AIDS needs in our
communities and to provide a unified front on.
AIDS needs and issues; and to provide a
forum for the exchange of support,
professional skills, and technical resources.
We have been meeting regularly at the
Tri-County Chapter of the Red Cross in
Auburn since late 1988, and welcome all
interested parties to attend our meetings. For
more information write or call.
BATES
COLLEGE
GAY/ LESBIAN/ BISEXUAL/ STRAIGHT
ALLIANCE

For more information write:
Box 77
Bates College
Lewiston, Maine 04240
Group meets Sunday evenings at 8:30 PM in
Hirasawa Lounge, Chase Hall, Bates College.

DOWNEAST
INTEGRITY
CHAPTER-IN-FORMATION
/

EASTERN MAINE AIDS NETWORK (EMAN)

P.O. Box 2038
·
Bangor, Maine 04401-2038
(207) 990-EMAN
Provides case management services to
HIV-infected people and their families in
Penobscot, Pi scataquis , Hancock ,,
Washington, and Aroostook counties. Support
group meets every Thursday evening in
Bangor. In addition, EMAN staff are available
to provide educational presentations within
the same five county area.
FEMINIST SPIRITUAL COMMUNITY

9 Deering Street
P.O. Box 3771
Portland, Maine 04104-3771
(207) 773-2294
Meets on Monday evenings.
GAY/LESBIAN CONTRA DANCERS

69 Mountain View Avenue
Bangor, Maine 04401-0000
(207) 947-2329

r

GAY/LESBIAN PARENTS SUPPORT GROUP

Portland, Maine
(207) 780-4085
(207) 772-4741

BATH MEN'S GROUP

Meets weekly for fun , fellowship , and good
food .· For more information, call (207)
443-1211 .AII welcome.
BELFAST AREA AIDS GROUP
for PWA's, HIV+, family, friends and
caregivers. Call the Waldo County Aids
Coalition at (207) 338-1427, or Alan at (207)
548-2929 (evenings or weekends). Meets on
Mondays.
BOWDOIN
COLLEGE
BISEXUAL/GAY/LESBIAN AWANCE FOR
DIVERSITY (B-GLAD)

Moulton Union Information Desk
Bowdoin College
Brunswick, Maine 04011
Group meets on Tuesday evenings.
CENTER FOR COMMUNITY DENTAL HEALTH
(CCDH)

813 Washington Avenue
Portland, Maine ,04103
(207) 874-1025
CCDH is a non-profit, United Way agency
dedicated to providing exceptional dental care
to every individual in the community. Fees are
on a sliding sc.ale based on the individual's
income level. Clinics are located in Portland,
Saco, and Auburn Maine. Please call for more
information.
COLBY COLLEGE BISEXUAi/LESBiAN/GAY
COMMUNITY

c/o Student Activities Office
Colby College
Waterville, Maine 04901-0000
Informational phoneline second and fourth
Wednesday of every month (207) 873-3536.

GAY/LESBIAN ALLIANCE

The Powers House
88 Winslow Street
Portland, Maine 04103-0000
(207) 874-6596

/

GAY/LESBIAN ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS

C/0 Williston West Church
32 Thomas Street
Portland, Maine 04102-0000
Meets Sunday, Tuesday, Thursday, and Friday
.evenings.
GAY/LESBIAN COMMUNITY NETWORK

P.O. Box 212
Bangor, Maine 04401-0000
(207) 862-5907
(207) 866-7958
Meets Sunday and Wednesday evenings.
HARBOR MASTORS, INC.

P.O. Box 4044
Portland, Maine 04101-0000
INTEGRITY

St. Matthew's Church
18 Union Street
Hallowell, Maine 04347-0000
(207) 623-3041
.
(207) 845-2985
Lesbian and Gay Episcopal and their friends.
·11 is a family within the church, a place to find
close community and support. It offers an
opportunity to find growth, education, and
prayer.
LESBIAN AND GAY FREEDOM TRAIL BAND

c/o YWCA - 7th floor

Clar~n~:n S~e: . .
Boston, Mass.
(617) 424-7025[Kathy)
(617) 267-6186[Gary)
(598) 264-9085[Zoe]
Meets Tuesday evenings.
LESBIAN/GAY COMMITTEE
Maine Chapter of the National Association of
Social Workers
P.O. Box 5112 -Station A
Portland, Maine 04102-5112

OUT AND ABOUT
P.O. Box 695
Cape Neddick, Maine 03902
Keryn at (603) 749-5852
Out and About, a Lesbian social and support
group, meets every Thursday at 8 p.m. in
Portsmouth, NH. New members welcome. Call
Karyn at (603) 749-5852or write P.O. Box 695,
Cape Neddick, Me 03092 for more
information.
OUTRIGHT

LIFESTYLES ALLIANCE CLUB

University of New England Campus
Biddeford, Maine
(207) 283-0171
Advisors: Barbara Hazard and Vern Patterson
An organization of gay, lesbian, bisexual, and
straight persons. Our organization began in
the spring of 1989 out .of concern that there
was no organization on campus that dealt
with different sexual preferences. We currently
have students from the various colleges
including OT, PT, Medical Students, MSW,
and undergraduate students. Our primary
goals include support and educating others
about alternative lifestyles. All ,persons are
welcome to attend or call to find out more
abou~ our organization. Group meets Friday
afternoon.

P.O. Box 5028 Station A
Portland, Maine 04102..:5020
Portland Alliance of Gay and Lesbian Youth.
Are you gay and under 22 years of age? For
more information, call Ingraham Volunteers.
Dial information: (207) 774-HELP(a 24 hour
hotline) or if you're 18 and under, you can
also cal Dial-KIDS: (207)774-TALK. Call now
for ,:nore information concerning support,
special events and fun!
,
PARENTS AND FRIENDS OF LESBIANS AND
GAYS (PFLAG)

P.O. Box 2080
Great Island, ·
Brunswick, Maine 04011
(207) 725-4769
(207) 729-0519/623-2349

MAINE CONNECTION

PORTLAND PRIDE

P.O. Box 5'145 -Station A
Portland, Maine 04102-5245

P.O. Box 681
Scarborough, Maine 04074-0681

MONADNOCK AREA WOMYN (MAW)

PRIME TIMERS OF BOSTON

P.O. Box 6345 .
Keene, NH 03431
(603) 357-5757

c/o D. Bourbeau
604 Tremont Street
Boston, Massachusetts 02118-1605
An organization for older gay males that meet
monthly on the third Saturday of every month
from 2 to 4 PM. See Calendar section for
change in location and schedule (if any).

MOUNTAIN VALLEY MEN (MVM)
P.O. Box 36
Center Conway, NH 03813-0036
(207) 925-1034(Paul)
A social group for .gay men from western
Maine and eastern New Hampshire. We meet
at each others' homes for Pot Luck and plan
activities as the members desire. Write or call
for more information.

PNA COALITION OF MAINE
377 Cumberland Avenue
Portland, Maine 04101-000'
(207) 773-8500

RAG. (RURALACllVlllESGUIDE)
MAINE BISEXUAL PEOPLE'S NETWORK

.P.O. Box 10772
.
'Portland, Maine 04104-1792
The purpose of the .Maine Bisexual People's
Network is to affirm in ourselves and others
the positive nature of bisexuality and to work
toward g! eater acceptance in the bisexual,
gay, lesbian, and straight communities.

P.O. Box 3293
North Conway, New Hampshire 03860
(603) 447-2395
A quarterly newsletter for the women's
community of western Maine and the Mount
Washington Valley of New Hampshire.
- Monthly potluck dinners, seasonal dances and
various other activities. Subscription is $12.00
per year, first issue free.

MAINE LESBIAN/GAY POUllCALALLIANCE

P.O. Box 232 ,
Hallowell, Maine 04347-0000
MERRYMEETING AIDS SUPPORT SERVICES

P.O. Box 57
Brunswick, Maine 04011-0057
(207) 725-4955
Provides support services to PWA's those
with HIV disease, and their family and friends.
MASS also provides education services free of
charge to the greater Bath/Brunswick
community. MASS also has "buddies"
available for PWA;s and HIV+.
THE MAINE HEALTH FOUNDATION
P.O. Box 7329 DTS •
Portland, Maine 04112-7329
A non-profit, tax-exempt organization that
offers both direct and indirect financial
support for people with AIDS(PWAs) in Maine.
Please write for more information.
NEW BRUNSWICK COAUllON OF HUMAN
RIGHTS REFORMS

P.O. Box 1556
Station A
Fredericton, New Brunswick
Canada
E3B 5G2
NORTHERN LJw.BDA-NORD

P.O. Box 990
Caribou , Maine 04736-0990
Gay/Lesbian Phoneline: (207) 498-2088
GREATER PORTLAND CHAPTER OF THE
NATIONAL ORGANIZATION OF WOMEN
c/o YWCA
87 Spring Street
Portland, Maine 04101-000
(207) 879-0877(Perry Krasow)
An action-oriented group. Our primary goals
are three-fold: [1] to foster Equal Rights for
women; [2] to insure unrestricted choice
around reproductive rights; [3] to support
Lesbian and Gay rights. We have speakers
and events for the public on the fourth
Tuesday of every month .
OUR PAPER

9 Deering Street
P.O. Box 10744
Portland, Maine 04104
(207) 761-0733
Our purpose is to serve as a voice for the
lesbians and gay men in Maine. We are made
up of a group of dedicated volunteers who
wish to broaden the understanding of our
lifestyles and o,f each other.

RUMFORD/MEXICO AREA AIDS SUPPORT
GROUP
c/o Community AIDS Awareness Program
(207) 369-0259
Group meets Monday evenings at the Mexico
·congregational Church (the "Green Church')
from 7:00 PM to 8:30 PM.
SEACOAST GAY MEN (SGM, Inc.)
P.O. Box 1394
Portsmouth, New Hampshire 03801-1394
(603) 898-2225[Aij
A soci.al group for gay men meeting weekly
on Monday evenings at 7 PM (except
Holidays). The first Monday of the month is a
potluck supper. Remaining Monday's are
given to a wide variety of presentations,
discussions, discussions, films, etc.
TRANSUPPORT

P.O. Box 17622
Portland, Maine 04101-0000
Transupport is a non-profit, non-sexual, social
and educational peer support group for
Transsexuals, cross-dressers, and their
· families and friends who desire a better
understanding of gender-related issues.
Meetings ar held bi-monthly on Sundays at
6:00 PM. Write for location and more
information.
USM WOMEN'S FORUM

University of Southern Maine
92 Bedford Street
Portland, Maine 04103-0000
WILDE-STEINCLUB

Memorial Union
University of Maine - Orono
Orono , Maine 04469-0000
WALDO COUNTY
COMMITTEE

AIDS

EDUCATION

P.O. Box 772
Belfast, Maine 04915-0772
Provide AIDS education for the greater
community, schools, businesses, as well as a
gay positive support group for PWA's, HIV
positive, family, friends and careg fvers. For
more information, please call.
WOMLAND TRUST INC.

P.O. Box 55
Troy, Maine 04987-0055
A non-profitorganization whose purpose is to
acquire land throughout the state to protect
it for use by current !}nd future generations of
women and children. Meetings Second .
Sunday every month. Location varies.
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LEGAL SERVICES

MILES

CoMMUNITY

•

Domestic Partnership Agreements and Dissolutions

•

Wills, Living Wills, Powers of Attorney

•

Real Estate

•

FamilyLaw

•

Civil and Criminal Trials

D. FRIEDEN

. BREND.-\ M. BUCHANAN

Attorneys at Law
P.O. Box 331
Searsport, Maine. 0497 4
207-548-6689
A(lpoinunl!nts Arrnngl!ll St:u~widl!

'Wi{a Iris Proauctions
Presents

Jl. 'Benefit for Caring 'llnfimitea
Ticket outlet.:

our
er.

Portland

Amadeus Music Walkabout
Whole Grocer

Brunswick

Macbeans Music

Biddeford

New Morning Health Foods

Sanford

Caring Unlimtted

CRIS
WILLIAMSON
an{

TRET FURE

Portsmouth. NH

Rock Bottom Records

Dover. NH

Little Professor Bookstore

By Mail:

Wild Iris Productions

P.O. Box 17
West Buxton. ME 04093

in concert

Saturtfay, Octo6er 5, 1991
5:30 p.m & 8:45 p.m.

$15 in aavance • (jeneralJl.amission • $16.50 aay ofsfww
Cl1Y THEATRE
205 MAIN STREET
BIDDEFORD. MAINE

SHARE YOUR TALENTS.
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TAKE YOUR NEXT STEP

with a

r.---------------~

Subscribe to Our Paper Now!

National Coming Out Day

I

T-Shirt from
Name

Address-------------City
State

Zip Code _ _ _ _ __

ALINE. ..

ubscribe at the 1990 rate• One Year for $12.00
., PORTLAND

I
I

Our Paper respects the privacy of Our Readers. Your
subscription to Our Paper will arrive in your mailbox every
month in a plain brown envelope. Mailing list confidentiality is guanarteed.

L _______________

~

773-5547

OPEN EVERY DAY

Mail orders welcome. Send your name, address, and phone
number, along with a check or money order for $17.00 plus $3.00
postage and handling. Please specify size (L, XL, XXL). Allow 4p6 weeks delivery.

